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Carter Names
Woman To Post
PLAINS, Ga. ( AP) — President-elect
Carter today named his first woman
Cabinet member, educator Juanita \
Kreps to be secretary of commerce,
and appointed an Atlanta lawyer to be
attorney general and a Minnesota
farmer-congressman as secretary of
agriculture. „.
He said he is actively recruiting
"very large numbers" of women,
blacks and other minority-group
members to serve in sub-Cabinet
positions, and predicted that this will
provide a pool of talent to serve at the
top appointive levels of future ad-
ministrations.
With four appointments to go to fill
his own Cabinet team, Carter indicated
there will be at least one black among
the people he chooses. Carter indicated
that the balance of the Cabinet will be
named by Thursday.
At a nationally broadcast news
conference, Carter presented:
—Dr. Kreps, an economist and vice
president of Duke University, for
secretary of commerce. He said her
credentials are "absolutely superb."
—Griffin Bell, Atlanta lawyer, for-
mer federal appeals court judge, for
attorney general. Carter said Bell will
be "a great attorney general." Bell, 58,
is a law partner of Carter adviser
Charles Kirbo.
—Rep. Robert Bergland, a farmer
who has served in the House since 1970,
to be secretary of agriculture. Bergland
is a political ally 'of Vice President-elect
Walter F. Mondale.
Much of the questioning involved
Carter's campaign pledge to install
blacks and women in the Cabinet and
other top-echelon government posts. So
far the top black appointee is Rep."
Andrew Young for United Nations
ambassador.
Carter reportedly plans to name
Mayor Kenneth Gibson of Newark,
N.J., to head the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
Asked about the selection of more
women and minority appointees,
Carter said: "I am applying the same
criteria in the selection of all Cabinet
members without regard to their Face
or sex." He said it wouldn't be fair to
lower the standard in their cases.
Carter said that when the Cabinet is
completed it will compare favorably
with previous ones.
The President-elect said that for
undersecretary, deputy secretary and
similar posts "we will actively recruit
very large numbers of minority groups
and women..."




Center To Be Closed
The Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center will close
December 23 and 24 and December 31
and January 1 for the Christmas and
New Year's holidays.
In case of emergencies, persons may
dert1511 free-J-Crists—endlhforthatibril-
800-592-3980.
Three representatives of the
Department of Recreation and
Physical Education at Murray State
University were chosen as officers of
the Kentucky Recreation and Parks
Society (KRPS) during the recent 23rd
annual meeting of the organization in
Louisville.
They are:
Bailey Gore, associate professor,
elected vice-president for the Outdoor
Recreation Section of KRPS for 1977.
He will become president in 1978.
Rebekah Blaine, director of the
therapeutic- -recreation training
program at Murray State, selected as a
member-at-large of the -.Therapeutic
Section Board of KRPS.
Dr. Terry Lee, associate Professor,
selected as editor of the society's
quarterly Newsletter.
Lloyd Brander, assistant director of
the therapeutic tswreation training
program, and three students also at-
tended the meeting. Membership of the
KRPS is made up of personnel from a
variety of parks and recreation groups,
including the Kentucky State Parks, the
Land Between The Lakes, city and
county recreation departments,
therapeutic recreation agencies, and
colleges and universities.
NEEDLINE DONATION — Mrs. Linda Carter, president of the Murray Quota
Club, presented a check for $50 to Mrs. Euple Ward, left, to be used to help
offset expenses of the NEEDline operation here. The NEEDline is a volunteer
telephone counseling service in Murray.
Stat.! Photo bv David Hill
Alcoholism Conference
Held At Murray State
A conference on alcoholism and
alcohol abuse, held at Murray State
University Friday, resulted in seven
recommendations being put forth
according to Dr. Frank Kodman, co-
chairman of the conference along with
Prof. James Overby. ,
Twenty speakers from different
disciplines spoke briefly on their
programs and philosophies relating to
the topic. The program was aimed at
professionals from various fields.
The seven recommendations agreed
to by the group were
— Murray State University should
pursue the possibility of an area major
in alcoholism and drug abuse with the
field experience in one of the West
Kentueky treatment centers:
— Workshops, seminars and in-
's.
service training programs should be .
instituted for professionals in the field;
—04 program for treatment of
women alcoholics on college campuses
should be pursued;
- Institute a workshop for alcoholic
ex-offenders regarding employment;
— Re-define and validate the
statistics regarding the type and
number of alcoholics;
— 14e-define the toncept of controlled
drinking as defined in the Rand study;
— Hold workshops for target groups 4
such as: attorneys, physicians, loan
companies, industry, law enforcement
and elementary and secondary
education.
"The conference, the first of its kind
--l over held in this area, was considered a
 esc by --the - --partreipanis;'.  
Kodinap said.
Legislators Send Bills Needed To
Implement Programs To Gov. Carroll
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll has been sent the bills
needed to complete implementation of
Kentucky's new court system, launch a
unique state mine safety program and
carry out the other programs enacted
by the special session of the General
Assembly.
Carroll probably will pick up his pen
about midweek to begin signing them
Into law, John Nichols, his press
secretary, said after the legislature
completed its work.
Carroll can sign the bills, veto them,
or let them become law without his
signature, but Nichols noted that vetoes
are unlikely, since the governor
determines the subject matter in a
special session.
When the speicial session began Dec.
1, Carroll made a speech urging fiscal
caution. When they ended Saturday
night, he complimented the legislators
in a letter for "financing our new





The Murray Middle School Sixth,
Seventh, and Eighth Grade Bands will
present their annual Christmas concert
tonight (Monday) at 7:00 p.m. at the
Middle School Gyn.'.
Donaiions of one dollar for adults and
fifty cents for students will be taken,
according to a school spokesman who
invites the public to attend.
Mostly Cloudy
Mostly cloudy and windy today with
slight chance of showers this morning,
'turning colder today with temperatures
falling into the 30s this afternoon.
Partly cloudy and very cold tonight,
low 10 to 15. Partly sunny and cold
Tuesday, high in the upper teens to low
20s. Wednesday mostly sunny and cold.
No tax increase was proposed, he
noted, and "our citizens will not ex-
perience any significant reduction of
services.in other areas in order to.fund
the judicial system."
• The district courts, the final leveLpf
the new four-tier judicial system, begin
operation in January, 1978; replacing
more than 500 county, quarterly,
magistrate and police courts.
The legislature settled on 113 as the
number of district judges in the system,
and beat back repeated last-day
attempts to increase it.
The Administrative Office of the
Courts, which will administer the new
court system, had called for more than
120 judges, but Carroll predicts that
even with 113, one-third of the judges
will have too few cases to occupy them
full-time.
Since the state Supreme Court may
assign judges from one district to work
in another, Carroll • said, any un-
derworked judges can-help out those in
areas where caseloads are heavy.
Sen. William Sullivan, D-Henderson,
who headed conunitees that developed
the court-systern bills, has asked the
Supreme Court to study the district
court setup and recommend any needed
changes. -
Sullivan noted that the district judges
don't take office until January, 1978,
when the legislature will be in regular
session, "and if they feel more help is
needed, they can ask us for it."
Of the other special session issues,
none caused more last-day fireworks
than the death penalty.
The House and Senate each offered a
proposal modifying Kenteky's capital
punishment law in light of recent U.S.
Supreme Court rulings, but neither
proved acceptable to both chambers.
The measures finally ended up in a
"free" conference committee, ,which
has the power to change proposed bills
to facilitate an agreement.
The result, adopted in the closing
hours of the session, "was built around
the framework of both plans," said Sen.
Mike Moloney, D-Lexington, author of
the Senate version.
The compromise bill establishes a
two-step procedure before a defendant
can be sentenced to death and broadens
a defendant's right of appeal.
Other major proposals on Carroll's
desk include:
—Mine safety. Proposals developed
after the deaths of 26.rnen in the Scotia
mine disaster last March e were ap-
proved without dispute over the major
points: required training and state
certification of underground miners
and creation of a force of state mine
safety analysts who will try to correct
dangerous working practices t)
miners. Rep'. Glenn Freeman, F)-
Cumberland, failed in a last-day at-
tempt to have the bill named The
Scotia Mine Act" as "a memorial. or
wreath ... for the fellows who lost their
lives." •
—Workmen' i compensation. Another
hotly debated bill on the final day. The
Senate blocked several attempted
amendments before adopting a bill that
Sen. John Lackey, D-Richrnond, said
was "one that -both labor and industry
can live with." Rate's paid by
employers for workmen's compen-
sation coverage are expected to fall 17.5
per cent, , while the percentage of a
workman's salary upon which benefits
are based will rise.
—A bill to eliminate penalty points
, against drivers caught speeding, if they
are cited for 70 miles per hour or less on
an interstate or four-lane highway
where the limit is 55. Speeders will still
be fined.
—A bill to prohibit racetrack betting
(See Session, Page 12 i
Three Sections — 24 Pages
New Project For
Aged Discussed
About 85 persons were in attendance
at a recent meeting of the Purchase
Area Committee.on Aging to hear Jack
Lewis, the Commissioner of the Bureau
for Social Services, discuss a recently
announced $2.5 million "Independent
Living" grant for the Purchase elderly.
According to Lewis, "Project
Independence" was designed for the
sole purpose of keeping and main-
taining the elderly in their own homes
for as long a period as possible. It is the
thinking of the Bureau for Social Ser-
vices that when given certain services,
persons 60 years and over can
demonstrate their ability to remain
Independent for longer periods of Utile.
-We think this pilot program is the
most comprehensive service program
within any state in the nation," com-
mented Lewis. "Governor Carroll has
committed a large sum of money to
attempt to demonstrate the feasibility
of these services to the elderly." -
Commissioner Lewis summarized
the program before the Purchase Area
Development District Committee on
Aging, state agency representatives,
and various aging service vendors
within West Kentucky.
Lewis noted that individual services
may vary from county to county
depending on a county's elderly needs
and the availability of given services.
During Fiscal Year 1977, between
now and June 30, 1977, the eight
counties in West Kentucky will receive
$1 million to provide independent living
services to its elderly. During Fiscal
--Year 1978, ending June 30, 1978, an
- additional $1.5 million will be made
available to these West Kentucky
counties for services provision.
Participation is not limited to low
income elderly. However, those per-
sons who are able to pay a fee for
services will be asked to contribute on a
pro rate basis. ,
"If we can operate this program
successfully it will be picked up by the
legislature and consideration given to
make similar services available to all
other districts within Kentucky," added
Commissioner Lewis.
The Purchase Area Development
District was Selected after a complete
site selection prneess was conducted.
Spettftt critei ion fur Iruikinga detisiuji
on the pilot program funding was set
and the Purchase area rated highest in
terms of need for services to persons
over 60.
According to the Commissioner,
• "The elderly person is a focal point for
this program, in fact, we would like to
consider the older persons themselves
for possible employment in these
service areas."
-The program was not designed to
replac any other comprehensive
services .ch happen to be offering
alternate livuig. facility programs for
the eldeqy,''- '-reminded Lewis.
"However, if a choic'4-must be made in
which the elderly person ncssicles either
at an alternate living facility or.within
his own home, we are going to Make
every attempt to keep the person within.
his home environment."
Coordination responsibility for the
program is being handled by the
Purchase Area Development District
and the Bureau for Social Services.
Many Local Families
Spending More On Homes
For Calloway County families v, roA
are in the market for new homes, how
much can they afford to spend for them,
taking into consideration both purchase
price and carrying costs?
As recently as two years ago, the
American Bankers Association was
adhering to the old rule-of-thumb, that
the price should not be more than 2'
times yearly income.
Today, that limitation seems to be no
longer realistic. Because of the small
amount of construction in the last few
years there is not enough housing
available to meet the pent-up demand
As a result, the price of homes has
been zooming. The Federal Home Loan
Bank Board reports that the average
price of new homes bought with con-
ventional- mortgages is now $50,500
nationally, or 34 per cent more than
three years ago. It rangessabove and
below that price in various parts of the
country.
For a large part of the population
especially young couples who are at the
home-buying stage, that is too big a
,load for them to handle. .
In Calloway,County, however, where
incomes have been on the rise, many
families are in a position to spend more
for homes than they could in previous
years.
As it works out, the $50,500 cost
represents, for local families with
average incomes, close to 4.2 times
their annual net earnings. In many
other communities, where incomes are
lower, the investment would be greater
than this, in terms of years of income.
More surprising, to some housing
experts, is the rapid rise in the cost of
used homes. They are at the record
high, nationally, of $43,300.
Added to the initial investment are
the taxes, mortgage payments and
maintenance costs that have to be met.
They average 29 per cent of take-home
Pay, according to the National
Association of Home Builders. The
result is that more and more people are
being priced out of the market.
Nevertheless, most Americans are
committed to The goal of home
ownership. In Calloway County, au-less
than 69.1 per cent of the dwellings are
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Actual services for the elderly should
begin operation in early 1977. This
program will not eliminate any other
elderly support project already in





The house and all contents of Mr. and
Mrs. Wade Wilson and two sons of
Dexter Route One, near Palestine
United Methodist Church, were
destroyed by fire Friday night.
The family was at a dinner at the
Alford Masonic Lodge when the fire
occurred. None of the contents ,were
saved in the fire that destroyed the
frame home.
A shower for the family has been
planned for Tuesday, December 21, at
seven p. m. at the Alford Masonic
Lodge building at Aurora, according to
Mrs. Eddie Brown.
Sizes for the family members in-
clude: Mr. Wilson, 16-16'2 shirt, large.
34 waist, 32 length, 9,2 D shoe; Mrs.
Shirley Wilson, 16 shirt size, 14 pants,
7's shoe; Steve, 14 shirt, 14 pants, 6'2




The mobile home residence of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Bray on Pottertown
Road was destroyed by fire Friday
night, according to reports from the
Calloway County Fire-Reactse unit. .
The fire was reported at 10:53 p. m.
and the mobile home, owned by Harold
Kilgore, was totally engulfed when the
squad arrived on the scene.
Rescue squad reports said the fire
started in the kitchen of the mobile
home.
The Brays lost all of their possessions
the -blaze. Dlinati,,, is of 44bn-1g-end -
other items may be sent to the East Y
grocery.
The rescue squad was also called out
to three field fires on Friday, and were
galled back to the scene of the trailer
fireSaturday. Three trucks and 13 men






The pleased expressions on the faces of these gentlemen were brought
zbout after a productive meeting of the Purchase Area Committee on Aging.
This group will be responsible for coordinating a recently acquirectoS23
million program for the elderly. Jack Lewis, Commissioner for the Bureau for
Social Services, attended this regional meeting to answer questions and con-
cerns about "Project Independence." Left to right are Marshall County judge,
Mike Miller, Aging Committee Chairman; Calloway County Judge, Robert 0.
Miller, Purchase Area, 'Development District Board Chairman; and guest
speaker lack Lewis, Commissioner, Bureau for'Social Services, frankfort.
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Golden Anniversary
11r. (Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie Boyce Cathey of Murray will celebrate
their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, December 26,
with an open house to be held at their home at 1612 Main Street,
Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two to four p.m. The family requests that guests not bring
gifts.
The couple was married December 25, 1926, by the late Rev.
J. H. Thurman at his home in Murray. Their attendants were
Mrs. Iva Beach Edwards and Buron Cathey.
Mrs. Cathey, the former Lula Bea Thomas, is the daughter
of the late T. A. Thomas and Emma Lancaster Thomas. Mr.
Cathey is the son of the late George Cathey and Gertie West
Cathey.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Ralph L. ( Reba ) Maxey of
Memphis, Tenn. Their four grandsons are Joseph, David,
Daniel, and Randall Maxey, all of Memphis, Tenn. They have
one great grandson, Christopher J. Maxey.
Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
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Mrs Kathryn Owttand
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high cupboard or a locked
drawer may be the safest
place to keep medications.
Medicine cabinets are too
available to young children.
Even though there are not
young children in your home,
young visitors sometimes like
to search in drawers and
cupboards and unless closely
watched, it may be too late by




When taking thread off the
spool, let the spool roll in one
hand as you draw thread with
the other to prevent tangling.
The working length of the
thread (-single or double)
should not be more than 18
inches long. Cut, never break,
the thread on a slant for easy
threading. Thread the cut end
into the eye of the needle; tie a
knot on the other end. Sew
loosely, with smooth motions.
Pulling tightly or jerking the
thread causes it to stretch and
then tangle as it relaxes. Let
the needle hang free every few
inches to allow the thread to
untwist. Wear a thimble an the
middle finger of your sewing
hand. It makes hand-sewing




641 Na Bus RI
Thru 12/24 s
'The Giant Spider Invasion"
7.25 and (PG)
"Rattlers" (PG) 9:10
Each Feature Shown Once Nitely
Goldie Hawn - George Segal in
"The Duchess And The Dirtwater Fox"
7 20 and (PG)
'Sherlock Holmes' Smarter Brother"
:15 [.oh Feature Shown Once tidely PG)
7:15 "King Kong" (PG)
9:35
2:30 Sun







By Abigail Van Buren
CnKago PI V News S,nd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am 27 years old, with two young
children, and widowed only this month. For those women
who haven't experienced this, it is terrifying. But there is
one thing I'm not worried about, and that's how I am going
to feed my family of three for the next 16 years. I can't
take the credit.
Last year, a life insurance salesman sold my husband a
$50,000 life insurance policy -over my objection. I just
couldn't see our spending $14 a month. I wish now that
he'd sold us twice as much.
We don't get a lot, but it will get us by.
A word to future widows: Listen to life insurance
salesmen. You'll be glad you did when you get that check
KNOWS BETTER NOW
DEAR KNOWS: Life insurance salesmen are frequentl
accused of being too pushy, too persistent and too high
pressure. But as a matter of policy they provide
heaven-sent protection against personal tragedy.
DEAR ABBY: In reading the letter from the' father who
found pornographic pictures in his 14-year-old son's wallet.
I have nothing but sympathy for him.
I wish more parents could understand the sexual
tensions teenagers suffer today. It varies from person to
person, of course. But alot has changed since parents were
in their teens.
Being 17, I've found little pornography available and
little demand for it from my age group. But I still believe in
our constitutional right to read anything we like. It has
been said that a country that burns books eventually will
burn people.
PHILLIP R
DEAR PHILLIP: You have a good head on those
17-year-old shoulders.
DEAR ABBY: My wife insists on letting our dog lick our
plates clean after we've eaten. She also treats him to the
pots and pans she's cooked in, saying he enjoys this more
than his own bowl.
I tell her it's unsanitary, but she says everything is
sterilized when it goes into the dishwasher, so there is
nothing unsanitary about it. What do you think?
SICK IN SAN CLEMENTE
DEAR SICK: I'm with you. Sterilized or not,
psychologically, it's sickening!
CONFIDENTIAL TO READERS: Wondering what to
give an elderly friend or shut-in for Christmas or
Chanukah? How about an assortment of greeting cards for
them to send to others for birthdays, anniversaries,
weddings, Bar Mitzvahs, confirmations, etc.? And be a real
sport and affix postage stamps on all the envelopes.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.






















Open Every Evening til I p. m
Closee p. in. Christmas Eve
elOKA
Mum Con( oryl
Otis Lovins Writing History
Of New Concord Community
By Estelle Spiceland
November 22, 1976
New Concord, perhaps for
the first time, had the
Welcome Wagon come to visit
a young couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Denny Clark, from Toledo,
Ohio, who recently moved to
our little corner. The gifts and
call were appreciated.
Otis Lovins during his long
leisure hours alone on his hill
is writing a history of the rise
and decline of New Concord.
There is no one left to tell of
its rise, but all over the
country there are those to
whom New Concord will
always be dear, and many
who have gone from this little
village have left their foot
prints on the sands of time.
Milton Henry, formerly
from Calloway, now a teacher
at Austin Peay State College,
Clarksville, Tenn., has
completed a history of the
Land Between the Rivers.
Several homes already have a
copy of his book.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Spiceland, now of Dearborn,
Mich., surprised me with, no
doubt, my greatest memorial.
They had saved from a
Murray paper my letter of
several years past entitled
-Land Between the Lakes
Reveries." They had this
letter printed in Milton's
history, along with a picture of
the old two story Spiceland
home, so that their two young
grandsons and future
generations could read about
'bygone days on the Cum-
berland River farm before a
lake came.
Those "good old days" had
problems, but unlike the kind
the campus minister, Dean
Ross, wrote about recently to
the National Broadcasting
Company protesting as, all of
us should, the demoralizing
influence wielded upon our
youth by the horrible, cruel,
vulgar programs on
television.
And such words as por-
nography, sex, abortion, the
pill, and drugs were unspoken
words if heard of.
But most of us can find what
we look for, and there are good
programs on television oc-
casionally.
On Sunday for those not in
church, Channel 2 presents at
9:30 a. m. Rex Humbard from
Akron, then Woodmont
Church, and the Calloway
County Library has books to
please all. My favorite authors
are Elizabeth Seifert and
Agnes Turnbull.
At last New Concord's big
store is being reopened by the
Belsons from near the Coast
Guard Station, Paris Landing.
Welcome to them and our good
postmaster, Tim Graves from
Keniana Shores.
Mrs. Elna Kingins, wife of
mail carrier and farmer, W.
T., is assistant postmaster.
She also feeds crowds of 20 at
hog killings or other farm
workings, then sings in Good
Shepherd's Choir with her son,
Billy Joe, and grandson,
Danny. Concord community
boasts some fine folks.
Thanksgiving will be past
now, though it should last
every day, and another
Christmas will be celebrated
at great expense.
Every year adds extra
vacant chairs to bring sad-
ness, but every year also adds
more precious memories, and
every new year we are
allowed to begin to thank God









,z cup light cream
1 teaspoon sugar
1. cup tarragon vinegar
L2 teaspoon salt
2 medium heads Boston
lettuce, torn
1-3rd cup chopped scallions
Freshly ground pepper to
taste
Stir together the cream, sug-
ar, vinegar and salt; chill. Just
before serving, toss with the
lettuce, scallions and pepper.







Michael E. Mathis, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Myrtle E.
Parrish, Rt. 2, Hazel, Milton
C. Outland, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Rhonda A. Dunigan, Rt,
8, Benton, Mrs. Martha J.
Singleton, Box 724, Big Sandy,
Tn., Danny Paschall, B-14 Fox
Meadow Tr. Ct., Murray, Obid
D. Burkeen, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Wanda L. Barrett, Rt. 2, Box
215, Hazel, Mrs. Nellie Jo
Roberts, Rt. 5, Box 303,
Murray, Mrs. Ellen McKin-
ney, 1208 Olive, Murray, Miss
Kristie S. Glisson, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tn., Miss Melanie L. Conger,
Rt. 2, Springville, Tn., Mrs.
Betty R. Grooms, Box 154,
Sedalia, Miss Dava C. Cart-
wright, Hester Hall MSU,
Murray, Mrs. Willie L. Jones,
Rt. 2, 'Murray, Euil Donelson,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Nellie G.
Wilkinson, New Concord, Mrs.





Mrs. Shelia L. McGinnis and
Baby Boy, R. R. 1 Box 113,
Murray, Mrs. . Jane A.
Blankenship and Baby Girl, R.
R. 3 Box 1304, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley J. Walston, 1007 Payne
St., Murray, Harold Houston,
R. R. 8, Box 945, Murray,
Tommy L. Brittain, R. R. 1,
Dexter, Miss Staci A. Lewis,
R. R. 3, Murray, Mrs. Nora
Jane Hutchens, No. 3 Hales
Tr. Park, Murray, Mrs. Opal
E. Starks, R. R. 2 Box 59A,
Murray, Rex P. Minrath, Box
5527 Hart Hall, M. S. U.,
Murray, James J. Hall,
Mansfield R. R. 1, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Fay V. Henry, R.
R. 5 Box 424, Murray, Arthur
E. Birke, R. R. 5 Box 2367,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra Mur-
dock, Box 124, Lynville, Earlie
White, R. R. 2 Hazel, Mrs.
Bertha Lewis, R. R. 1, Dexter.
Last Minute Christmas Shopping?
Solid Copper
Teakettles
Regular $27 to $30
Now till New Years
Ciraham & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
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Celebration Planned
Ur. and Urs. Joe Ravburn
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rayburn of Murray will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary with a reception to be held Christ-
mas day, Saturday, December 25, at the Benton Country Club,
Benton.
Friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours of
three to five p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Rayburn were married December 25, 1926, at
Paris, Tenn. Mr. Rayburn retired from the Tennessee Valley
Authroity in June 1971.
They are former residents of Benton, but now reside at 800
Meadow Lane, Murray.
r Mr. and Mrs. Rayburn have nine children who are Mrs.
William (Betty) Schaller of Paducah, Mrs. William (Brooks)
Rose of Murray, Mrs. Billy N. (Shirley) Williams of Madison-
ville, Mrs. Howard (Judy) Copeland of Benton, Mrs. Douglas
(Jane) Gossett of Hammond, Ind., Homer Rayburn of Knox-
ville, Tenn., Jerry Rayburn and David Rayburn of Murray,
and Tony Rayburn of Memphis, Tenn.
- New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
THE VENETIAN, by David
Weiss. Morrow.
In this fictionalized
biography, Titian as an
elderly man recalls his long
and illustrious career as a
master painter in the Venetian
• school of the High
Renaissance.
WHAT I HAVE LIVED BY,
Thy Charles L. Allen. Revell.
One of America's best
known Christian spokesmen
now reveals those things that





This book takes you through
a whole year of parties, from a
January open house to a
December holiday blast.
AUTUMN LACE, by Eileen
Jackson. Walker.
The rural world into which
Miranda debarks bears little
resemblance to the Victorian
London she has left behind,
and the Glendower's seaside







and with detailed line
drawings and photographs,
world renowned gardening
expert Robert Wright explains
every step of effective plant
propagation.
MAKING THINGS, by Ann
Wiseman. Little.
These 150 new ideas, crafts,
and projects are made from
easily obtainable materials
into useful masterpieces.
A TREASURY 1:IF OUT-
DOOR LIFE, by William Roe.
Harper.
These are great hunting and
fishing stories, gripping
survival tales and humorous
stories by outdoorsmen who
saw the comical aspect of
their sport.
We are pleased to announce,
that Linda Wren bride-elect of
Cal Luther, has selected her pot-
tery. cr:-stal and accessories from
our complete bridal register-s.
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Live nativity story will be
presented at six, seven and
eight p. m. by the youth of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
on the lot next to the church.
Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will hotel reception
in honor of teachers of special
education in Calloway County





School Class, First Baptist
Church, and wives will meet
at the church at 6:30 p. m. to
go by van to Jonathan Creek
for a Christmas supper.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets, at 7:30 p. m.
Murray Middle School
Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth
Grade Bands will present
their annual Christmas
concert at seven p. m. at the
Middle School gym.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A.M. vrill meet at 7:30 p. m. at
the lodge hall on Main Street.
Tuesday, December 21
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church youth will present a
live nativity story on the lot
next to the church at six,
seven, and eight p. m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will hold its annual Christmas
dinner at 6:30 p.m. at the
United Campus Ministry
building with Fred and Shirley
Morton as wagonmasters.
Bible Searchers of
Memorial Baptist Church will
hold its Christmas party at the
fellowship hall of the church at
seven p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Community Center.
Christmas program will be
presented at Deward's Chapel
Pentecostal Church, Highway
94 East, at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at Health
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Wilson and sons, Steve
and Tommy who lost their
home and contents by fire, will
be held at Alford Masonic
Lodge building at Aurora at
seven p.m.
Wednesday, December 22
Youth of Memorial Baptist
Church will have their
Christmas party at the Perrin
home.
Senior Citizens will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the North Second
Center to go to visit the
Calloway County Public
Library to see the different
Christmas trees. Call 753-0924
by 11:30 a.m. for tran-
sportation.
EXERCISE NEEDED
Is there an overweight or
obese teenager in your house?
At Harvard they found that
such youngsters gain weight
not because they eat more
than their thinner school
mates, but because they
exercise less. They were
physically inactive 90 per cent
of the dine and often ate less
food.
Wednesday, December 22
Showings of the live nativity
story will be at six, seven, and
eight p. m. by the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church youth
on the lot next to the church.
Sunshower concert will be at
seven p. m. at the Memorial
Baptist Church following the




Here's A Gift Idea:
For a working' person,
the gift of a completely
prepared appetizer or main
dish, which can be served
immediately or frozen for
future use is always a wel-
come present. A pan of
lasagne or a dish of your
special crab quiche will be
remembered.
Decorate Japanese paper
lanterns with strips of felt,
ribbon and ornaments for
festive holiday lights.
MeGINNIS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. David
McGinnis and daughter,
Cayce, announce the birth of a
son and brother, Zachary
David, weighing seven pounds
ten ounces, born on Friday,
December 10, at 8:20 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Cayce is two years old. The
father is employed with the
Tennessee Valley Authority at
Kentucky Dam.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. M. D. McGinnis of Alma
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Monk Stallons of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Margie Ahart of Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Stallons of
Cadiz, and Paul Harris of
Bremen, Ga.
it all a matter of style. And rt s
as simple as sliding your fee'
into a pair of DEX by Dexter
They're soft Sexy Nature Hid,
with the outdoor look evers
body's into. The big- bottomel
shoes with sole are all yo 
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The December issue of
Reader's Digest reports the
following facts about the
potato
—it takes II pounds of
potatoes to put on one
pound of weight for the
average person.
—a potato has no more
calories than an apple.
—Peru's Inca Indians
were the first to cultivate
the potato, in about 200
B.C..
—Potatoes were dis-
reputable in the United
States as late as 1740. Until
that time, they were said to
shorten lives.
Mrs. Barbara Priddys fourth grade class at Carter School won a treat for collecting
the most Post cereal box tops during the month of November. The PTA is sponsoring a
collection to obtain free playground equipment for the school and anyone wishing to
give box tops may call 753-8298, 753-5561, 753-8062, or 753-8168. Pictured, left to right,
front row, are Lynn Roberts, jerri Stallons, Kelly Proctor, Todd Goodwin, Shannon iohn-
son, ierry McCuiston, Scottie DeShields, second row, Kelly Chilcutt, Kelly Humphreys,
Thomas Hatton, Sondra McClure, Lynette Priest, Sherry Meadows, WM Holt, third row,
Ruthie Kitrell, Susan Tbarpe, Rusty Wright, Missy George, Stanley Rutledge, lay Wells,
Michael Morgan, Brad Skierkowski, John Whiteford, Jerry Atkins, and Barbara Priddy,
teacher.
nacho ithaelt
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PHONE-TYPE MOBILE CB RADIO
Reg.
179.95 11 9521453
Save a whopping 33% on our full-featured
23 channel TRC-56 and make someone really
happy this Christmas' Noise blanker, ANL
meter, the works' As easy to use as your









Outstanding features include 13 charuiela. all crystals. up-Onnt speaker.
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-Digitron- Display,
SAVE UP TO 25%I
8-TRACK TAPE
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• Great Disco Fun,
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Guest Editorial
Too Many PhDs
In 1985 Job Market
Published B!,
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Int
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
diturials and opinionated Articles on this page are presented for
th, purpose of pros 'ding a forum fur the free exchange of differing
optliwiu letters to the relator in response to editorials and
opinionated articles Are encouraged
rfu, eilibirx of this newspaper strongls Deficit that is hind
oplaktn.ited 4rtiales to onn those which parraUel the editorial
ptilosophs of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
ti r,,re dr urge readers who do not agree with an editorial starlit ,or
If presented to an Indiiidual sinter in 14 column to respond
r f ut.ltrws on the parts ular INNUe being iloo-ussed
OPINION PA GE1
Page 4— Monday Afternoon, December 20, 1976
Looking ahead to 1985, a risky
thing to do to start with, the
Labor Department perceives
some problems. Not surprising,
really.
What the labor prophets see
ahead is a surplus of doctors —
PhDs, that is, not physicians.
There'll be 420,000 persons
receiving PhDs in that period,
and they'll all be fighting for
about 200,000 job openings, says
the Labor Department in a
survey published in the
December Labor Review.
The same pattern is being
repeated at lower levels. By
1985 white-collar workers will
make up a majority of the work
force for the first time — 51.5
per cent as compared with 48.6
per cent now.
So there'll be 13.1 million
college graduates in the period,
but only 12.1 million jobs
opening up in the white-collar
field.
The picture the Labor
Department paints is of a vast
pecking order in which the
surplus PhDs will compete, not
so much with each other as with
college graduates in,the second-
level jobs. The college
graduates, in turn, will be
overflowing their own fields
and spilling into the blue-collar
jobs.
At the end of the line we find
those with little education, for
whom the prospect is bleak.
"The trend to a better
educated labor force likely will
contribute to a continued
deterioration of job prospects
for young people who have less
than a high school education,"
said the report.
Prophecy is such an inexact
science at best, that no one
should bet the family savings
on the accuracy of the Labor
Department's forecast.
Still, the trend is clear. The
move to ever higher and higher
educational achievement
continues despite recent efforts
to emphasize vocational
education as an alternative to
college for many students.
The forecast 4:lbws that all of
us need to 4evelop a deeper
sense of the satisfactions in life
that don't depend on white-
collar jobs and high incomes.
The alternative is a society of
struggling, competing and
envious groups, scrambling for
the limited number of jobs that
offer a scope for the training






The fall term examinations end
Wednesday marking the beginning of
the Christmas holidays on campus. The
spring, 1977, semester will begin on
Jan. 13 with fee payments, drop-add
and late registration.
Thursday, January 6
The Harlem Globetrotters featuring
the clown prince of basketball,
Meadowlark Lemmon, will be in
Murray for a game. It will be played in
the Murray State Fieldhouse under the
spon.sorship of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce at 7:30 p. m. The adnl,jssion
will be announced at a later &ate.
Saturday, Januaryld N. -
The Dental Admission Test will be
given at 8:30 a. m. in Room 201 of
Faculty Hall.
Friday, January 14
through Wednesday, February 9
Weavings by Arturo Sandoval, a
faculty member in the University of
Kentucky's Department of Art, will be
exhibited in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
of the Fine Arts Center. Mr. Sandoval
will speak at the opening of the exhibit
on January 14 at 7 p. m. in the gallery.
The public is invited. There is no ad-
mission charge.
Drawings by Vernon Town, a Murray
State art faculty member, will be
exhibited in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.
Friday, Jan. 14
through Wed. Jan. 26
On exhibition in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery will be these works by degree
candidates: Sculpture by Dennis L.
Matthews, Fredericktown, Mo.; works
by Gary Pace, Barlow; and a 3-D
exhibit by Mary Handshy, Springfield,
Saturday, Januarx 15
All Saturday classes for the Spring,
1977, semester begin.
The Murray State Racers will meet
Tennessee Tech in their first home
OVC basketball game at 7:30 p.
the fieldhouse. The Lady Racers will
meet Austin Peay in a game at 5 p. m.
Monday, January 17
Classes begin for the Spring, 1977,
semester at 7:30 a. m.
Thursday, January 20
Under the sponsorship of the Ken-
tucky Arts Commission for the Arts and
Murray State University, Ardine
Nelson of Ohio State University will
lecture on photography. The lecture
will begin at 7:30 p. m. in Room 423 on
the 4th floor of the Fine Arts Center.
There is no charge. The public is in-
vited.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
January 21, 22, 23
Selected high school musicians, will
be on the Murray State campus to
participate in the three-day Quad-State
Senior High Band Festival. Activities
are from 8 a. m. to 10 p. m. on Friday,
and from 8:30- a. m. to 5 p. m. on
Saturday. Concerts begin at 1:15 p. m.
on Sunday directed by Prof. R. W.
Farrell and coordinated by Prof. David
Wells.
Friday, January 21
The Murray State University Sym-
phonic Band, under the direction of
Prof. Paul Shahan, and the Murray
State University Jazz Lab Band, under
the direction of Prof. Raymond
Conklin, will present a concert at 8 p.
m. in Lovett Auditorium. There is no
charge. The public is invited.
The Regents Hall Council Leap Year
Dance from 8 p. m. until midnight, will
be in the Beshear Gymnasium of the
Student Center. The dance will be open.
Saturday, January 22
The Allied Health Professional
Examination will begin at 8:30 a. m. in
Room 208 of Faculty Hall.
The High School Honor Band concert
will begin at 10:15 a. m. in Lovett
Auditorium. There is no charge. The
publit is invited.
The Percussion Ensemble Clinic,
conducted by George Gabor of Indiana
University, wilt begin at 1 p. m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
The Murray State University Brass
Choir concert, conducted by Prof.
David Elliott will begin at 4:30 p. m. in
Lovett Auditorium. There is no charge.
The public is invited.
The Murray State Racers will meet
Middle Tennessee in an OVC basketball
game at 7:30 p. m. in the Fieldhouse.
The Lady Racers will meet Middle
Tennessee ladies in a game at 5:30 p. m.
Sunday, January 23
The Quad-State Senior High Band
Festival will present two concerts. The
first, the Blue Band concert under the
direction of Clifford Hite of Findlay,
Ohio, will begin at 1:15 p. m. The
second, the Gold Band concert under
the direction of William Revelli of Ann
Arbor, Michigan, will begin at 3 p. m.
Both will be in Lovett Auditorium.




Be still and know that I am God
Psalm 46:10.
Quietly, patiently wait for Cod
Let Him rule your life.
The Murray
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: A STORY OF ENTER
The story of American enterprise
needs to be told and retold. Moreover,
new chapters in this epochal story are
discovered from time to time. One of
these new chapters concerns the
development of the automobile.
The automobile changed American
life. It ended isolation for millions of
people on farms and in small towns. It
opened up new horizons and op-
portunities. Some commentators say
that Americans value their automobiles
more than their homes. No doubt that's
an exaggeration. But it is the
automobile which gives Americans
their extraordinary mobility for work
and pleasure. The price of gasoline will
have to rise very high indeed before
Americans will abandon their personal
cars and return to the rigidities of mass
transportation.
The history of the development of the
automobile is the history of business
innovators in our society, pioneers on a
technological frontier. One of these
pioneers, whose story should be more
widely known, is John William Lambert
of Ohio. Though the Duryea Brothers
are usually credited with building the
first successful automobile, John
Lambert was driving a gasoline-
powered automobile on the main street
of Ohio City, Ohio, a year earlier than
the Duryeas produced their vehicle.
Antique Automobile published the full
story. In 1885, Mr. Lambert was a
successful kusinessman in Ohio City.
He owned tffe local grain elevator, an
implement store, the town's opera
house, the town hall — even the town
jail. In 1890, he applied for a patent on a
stationary, three-cylinder gasoline
engine. He designed a three-Wheel
buggy with a view to powering it with
the gasoline engine. He issued a sale
brochure describing the vehicle, which
was mailed during the first part of
February 1891. Later that month,
America's first automobile was in
operation on the streets of Ohio City.
While Mr. Lambert's pioneer effort
didn't get into all the history books, his
business boomed. He built stationary
engines and a variety of motor vehicles.
In 1902, the Union Automobile Co. was
PRISE HARRIGAN
formed, and production soon reached a
rate of 10 cars a month. In 1905, Mr.
Lambert formed the Lambert
Automobile Company of Anderson,
Ind., and commenced the manufacture
of automobiles, trucks, fire engines,
and farm tractors. By 1910, the com-
pany was producing 3,000 cars and
trucks a year.
After the first world war, the Lam-
bert Co. realized that automobile
production had to be conducted on
very large scale. Therefore, it moved
into others of manufacturing. However,
the Lambert Co. continues to exist
today, with factories in Ohio.
It is fascinating to realize how the
great automotive industry in the United
States began with creative individuals
with tremendous inventiveness and a
aetermination to overcome technical
problems. In the case of John Lambert,
as in the case of so many other en-
terprising Americans, one finds a
combination of engineering and
business interests and talents.
John Chamberlain, the economic
historian, has observed that many
antibusiness theorists attempt to drive
distinctions between engineers and
businessmen, with the idea that
production and money-making have
little in common, and that a price
system lives and flourishes only
through planned sabotage of fecun-
dity."
The career of John William Lambert
shows that the free enterprise system
flourished in the United States because
the risk-taking enterpriser was often
the inventor and technician.
Though large organizations play a
major role in the modern world of
enterprise, the role of the individual
risk-taker and technical thinker is still
decisive in many areas. Individuals
still create sizable fortunes without any
organizational backing. Individuals
perceive needs that organizations fail
to recognize. Individual believers in
free enterprise are the heart of
resistance to a regimented economy
and a beaucraticized society. Indeed,
the Individual entrepreneur always will
be the heart of an enterprise system
that is truly free.




It was governor's day in the Ken-
tucky Senate Wednesday afternoon.
First, it was former Gov. A. B. Chan-
dler recounting his many experiences,
especially in government, and then it
came the turn to two state senators,
after a short recess, to give Gov. Julian
Carroll a tongue lashing.
In a six-page prepared speech,
Senator Mike Moloney, D-Lexington,
accused Gov. Carroll of rewarding
"well connected individuals" with state
funds through the personal service
contract arrangement.
ffoloney cited figures that three
formeilovernors spent in this area for
one full year. He chose the first full
fiscal year after the governors' first
legislative session. He said the figures
were compiled froin. the Personal
ServiCe Contract Regisfer„kept in the
Department for Finance-- and
Administration.
In the first "four months of the
current fiscal year," Moloney said,
"the present administration apparently
is seeking new heights, having entered
into contracts with attorneys which
could-cost the state $1,396,170 and into
contracts with- auditors and ac-
countants which could cost the state
$1,143,150. The combined cost of these
two categories of contracts is
$2,539,320."
Moloney said the governor had
cautioned the legislators at the
beginning of the special session to be
conservative 'with money in setting up
the new judicial system.
Moloney pointed out that the probable
cost of the public service contracts
were seven times more than the money
required to increase the salaries of the
113 proposed district judges from
$27,500 per year to $30,000 which the
Supreme Court recommended.
Moloney supports the higher salary.
In 1965 under Gov. Edward T.
nreathitt, Moloney said personal
service contracts for attorneys totaled
$163,700 and for auditors and ac-
countants it was $74,700. Under Gov.
Louie B. Nunn, the figures were
$124,000 and $266,500, and under Gov.
Wendell Foyd the figures for 1973 were
$414,300 and $4-333085-...
Under the personalaiervice contracts
these professionals are paid on an
—
By S. C. Van Curon
hourly basis and the contract figure
doesn't mean the professional collects
the full amount of the figure set in the
contract for the year.
"These figures speak for them-
selves," Moloney said. "I would
suggest that if the executive is serious
in his comrnittment to as.sist in the
evaluation of what previous ap-
propriations can be reduced, that a
serious look be given to what appears to
be a vast waste of taxpayers' money."
Moloney, in his hide blistering talk
went on to say, "I don't believe the
people of Kentucky want to see rebirth
and growth of the political spoils
system. I believe the people of Ken-
tucky are tired of seeing the politics of
being good to your buddy and taking
care of your crony."
Moloney had explained earlier that
there are in excess of 200 legal positions
and 42 auditors on the full-time payroll
of the state.
He called upon Gov. Carroll ' ̀to do as
he promised... evaluate these previous
appropriations and if he does, I feel
certain he will do as he has in recent
weeks.,,. cancel these expensive
payoffs.- He was referring to the
cancellation of the $320,000 per year
lease for the James E. Pepper
warehouse in Lexington. that was
contracted for by the state without
advertising for bids.
If he does so, Moloney concluded,
will- applaud him and the people of
Kentucky will applaud him. If he
doesn't, then the catchy slogan of the
1950s. 'Fill up the sack for Jimmy Jack'
will be replaced by its modern coun-
terpart, 'Fill up the Barrell with Julian
Carroll." 
Insomewhat ewh nicer vein Senator Jim
Hammond, D-Prestonsburg, disagreed
with the governor for not accepting his
plan to establish a review board,
similar to the Public Service Com-
mission, to review rate proposals for
workmen's compensation insurance.
Carroll wrote Hammond that he would
establish such a board by executive
order to cover all insurance until the
next regular session of the General
Assembly can put it into law.
It was extremely quiet when Moloney
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Air bags are typical of so many issues
dogging efforts to improve automobile
safety and pollution.
There is no single clearcut "right"
answer. On the one hand, air bags
appear to make a lot of sense. By en-
veloping a driver or passenger during
the initial impact of a collision, air bags
could save thousands of lives.
On the other hand, the technology is
not proven, substitutes might do just as
well for far less cost, and there is no
groundswell among Americans for the
devices.
Under the circumstances, it is easy to
see why William T. Coleman, U.S.
secretary of transportation, took the
middle ground. He asked for a two-year
test of air bags in 1979-80. It would be
conducted on 500,000 automobiles at a
cost upward of $100 million. If
manufacturers, who would pay more
than half of the cost, do not agree to his
proposal by Jan. 5, Mr. Coleman will
toss the problem to Congress and the
President.
We predict that's where it will land.
Volunteerism has not been a hallmark
of the automobile safety program. And.
if Congress gets the problem, it could be
six or more years before air bags are a
reality if the decision is favorable.
We suggest that in the meantime
Congress, the administration and in-
surance companies get to work on those
80 per cent of Americans who refuse to
11EARTLiN
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: My mother was in the
hospital for 98 days last year. She had to
use eight days of her lifetime reserve. I
really do not understand the Medicare
ruling on using your lifetime reserve.
Can you explain this to me? 0. C.
ANSWER: The lifetime reserve
under Medicare is 60 more days of
coverage in which Medicare will pay all
rif the hospital charges except for $62
per day (this is up from $52 per day in
1976) during a benefit period. Once a
lifetime reserve day is used, it can
never be used again.
For a complete understanding of
what the Medicare program covers,
Heartline has developed a book called
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare." This
book covers the entire Medicare
program and also has a sample claim
form with complete instructions on how
to fill it out. This book is in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form
with large print.
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book
is completely guaranteed. If you're not
satisfied, return it and your money will
be refunded. Please allow 30 days for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: My service-connected
disability was increased from 10 per
cent to 30 per cent. How much will the
Veterans Administration allow for my
dependents? B. B.
ANSWER: Only those veterans
whose service-connected disabilities
are evaluated at 50 per cent or more are
entitled to allowances for dependents.
HEARTLINE: I am a widow eligible
for Civilian Health and Medical
Program of the Veterans
Administration (CHAMPVA). If I
remarry, how would this affect me and
my children's entitlement? K. C.
ANSWER: Your remarriage would
not affect your children's CHAMPVA
Nititlement, but yours would be ter-
minated.
HEARTLINE: lam 61 years old and I
will be retiring next year. My husband
passed away one year ago. I have
thrown all my energy into my work.
Now that I am going to retire 'I am
afraid that I may do nothing but sit
around and feel sorry for myself. Do
you have any help for me? L. T.
ANSWER: Due to a large number of
questions from single retirees regar-
ding the pitfalls of being retired and
alone, Heartline has developed a
pamphlet entitled "The Person and
Retirement." This pamphlet will help
people prepare for their retirement.
To receive your free copy, write to
Heartline, Single, 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
send a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope.
buckle their seat belts and thus in-
directly make air bags such a lively
issue.
0+0
Want to get away from it all?
Fourteen Yugoslav lighthouses on the
beautiful Adriatic coast are for sale.
Prices: From $25,000 to $75,000.
04-0
At times we can almost feel sorry for
the Russians. It was embarrassing
enough when a defecting pilot flew a
MIG-25 Foxbat jet fighter to Japan.
Now a Japanese firm is coming out with
a 12-inch plastic model of the Foxbat,
and anyone with $2 will be able to own a
miniature of what had been the most
secret aircraft in the Russian arsenal.
Japanese industry has a reputation
for picking up a product, figuring out
how to produce it at less cost than the
original, and selling it back to the
people who invented it. Since the
Japanese take a dim view of weapons
production, however, we .can assume
the mantlepiece version of the Foxbat
is all they plan to build.
But that's no comfort to Soviet trade
authorities who now face the problem of
saying yes or no when Japanese
businessmen try to crack the Russian
market with the model. Can the
Russian market swallow the indignity
of seeing one of their top military
secrets going for a few rubles in
Moscow department stores? And
marked "Made in Japan," at that?
0+0
We live in a society that un-
necessarily complicates things —
definitions, for example. A scholar"
explains rain as precipitation, water
droplets condensed from atmospheric
vapor and sufficiently massive to fall to
the earth's surface. An idiot will tell
you, if you ask him, that rain falls in
drops. Which of artwo gets his idea
across best?
James Morgan McCuiston, nephew of
Mrs. Frocie Hornbuckle of Murray, has
been wounded in action in Vietnam. He
is from Gary, Ind., but formerly of
Murray.
Carl Oakley will join the coaching
staff of Murray State University in
February under Head Coach Bill
Furgerson. He is now at Eastern State
University:
Roger Joseph, Keith Stark, Steve
Cathey, and Billy Hendon are members
of the Calloway County High School
FFA Judging Team that won the
district tobacco judging contest held in
Paducah.
Judith and Charles Jackson, worthy
matron and patron of Murray Star
Chapter No.-y433 Order of the Eastern
Star, presided at the meeting held at
the Masonic Hall.
Carol Eaves, Glenda Dale, and
Glenda Compton directed a program of
Christmas Carols at the meeting of the
Calloway County High School FBLA
Chapter.
20 Years Ago
Dark fired tobacco sales will open in
Murray on January 7, according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
Guy Billington has won an all expense
paid trip for he and his wife to
Bermuda in a contest sponsored by the
Cherokee Insurance Company, which is
represented by his agency.
The .Murray High and W. Z. Carter
School PTA groups have jointly urged
the building of a new building to be
added to the city school system for the
music and industrial arts departments.
The Murray Training School
Orchestra will hold its fifth annual
orchestra Christmas breakfast at
Murray Grill on December 21 with
Prudence McKinney as toastmistress.
Mrs. S. J. Routon, florist from Paris,
Tenn., was featured as the subject on
the national television program, "This
Is Your Life," last night.
Isn't It
The Truth
A hundred years ago, and more, it
was the votes of the unwashed millions
that elected our governments. Now it is
the washed, ironed, dry-cleaned and
drip-dried millions who make up the
body politic — descended from an-
cestors raised on soap operas after a
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ROUGH SPORT—The action got a little rough in
of the Lakers battles Marlene Farrell and Tammy
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the girls game Saturday. Here, Mina Todd (23)







Shoemaker Seed Co 40 20
Paradise Kennels 33 27
Corvette Lanes 33 27
J.T Todd Used Cars  33 27
Astro Car Wash 31 29
Crawford's Shell 301/2 291/2
Key Used Cars 30 30
'Snap-On-Tools  291/2 301/2
Harple's  Grocery X 31
Dons Auto Repair X 34
Carlos Black Jr. Painting..23 37
D. & D Body Shop 93 38
High Team Game (SC)
Don's Auto Repair  598
Shoemaker Seed Co  591
Fiarpole's Grocery  566
High Team Game HC
Don's Auto Repair  787
J T Todd Used C,ars  770
Corvette Lanes 766
Harpole's Grocery  766
High Team Series (SC)
Don's Auto Repair 1656
Harpole's Grocery  1622
Shoemaker Seed Co 1617
High Team Series (HC)
Corvette Lanes 2249
Carlos Black Jr Painting =33
Don's Auto Repair 2223
High Ltd. Game (SC)
Lois Smith  202
Hilda Bennett  19:7
Liz Williams  186
High Md. Game (MC)
Glynda Black  233
La Williams  229
Hilda Bennett  72,
Lois Smith  7.27
High Ind. Series (SC)
Margaret Morton  511
LOIS SETlith 509
Sondra Rice  490
High Ind. Series (HC)
Margaret Morton  606
Glynda Black  593
Liz Williams  585
High Averages
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Calloway Girls Hold Off
Tiger Rally For Crown
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Felicia Pinner limped out of
Jeffrey Gymnasium Friday
night. A few hours earlier, she
was lying on the floor with an
injury and she or anyone else
didn't really know if she would
be able to play against Murray
High the following night in the
championship game of the
Laker Invitational Christmas
Tournament.
Pinner wasn't on the floor
Saturday night when the
Calloway County girls met the
Tigers in a grudge match for
the tourney title. Instead,
Pinner was above the floor,
pulling down rebounds like
some kind of machine.
And with Pinner's
rebounding and some out-
standing free throw shooting
by Rose Ross, the Laker girls
held on for a 39-35 win over
Murray High before a packed
house.
It was a super basketball
game. Though it was low
Ai -
SWEEPING THE BOARDS—Denise Bumphis (5) of the Tiger
girls has position on the defensive boards as she sweeps down
the rebound. Watching ore Tammy Boone (33) and Felicia Pin-
ner (10).
BASELINE BOONE— Tammy Boone goes to tile baseline while
Felicia Pinner of Calloway leaps off the floor to defend. Pinner
held Boone to seven points as the Laker girls took the tourney
title. Pinner hod nine points and 18 rebounds in a super effort
scoring, it was exciting from
start to finish. Both teams
played outstanding defense
anti both teams were ex-
tremely physical. Perhaps the
best thing about the game was
that it showed girls can play
basketball and make it just as
exciting, if not more so, than
the boys.
Pinner was simply art. Her
smooth and quick motions on
the floor made her look more
like a dancer than a basketball
player. chough she scored just
nine points, she was the
dominating factor in the
game. Most of her points came
off the offensive boards and on
defense, she kept Murray
High from penetrating to the
inside. In addition, she pulled
down a game-high 18
rebounds. In the first round
game Friday against Hick-
man County, she had 20
rebounds.
Pinner got her fourth foul of
the game with 4:59 left in the
final period as the Lakers
were coasting along with a 28-
17 lead.
With 3:25 left in the contest,
Tammy Boone of Murray
High fouled out. At that point,
the Lakers still were on top by
a seemingly comfortable 30-23
count.
Mary Ann Littleton hit a
short shot from the left corner
and 6-2 center Denise Bum-
phis came back a few seconds
later with an offensive
rebound for a bucket and
suddenly, it was a 30-27 game.
Ross hit two free throws
with 2:33 left to make it 32-27
and then just 16 seconds later,
Pinner got her fifth foul.
Littleton hit a 10-footer and
It was 32-29 with 1:54 left. The
Lakers slowed the ball down
but missed a shot and Bum-
phis got the rebound.
Bumphis worked her way
inside and was fouled. She hit
both free throws and with 1:17
:eft in the contest, Calloway
led just 32-31.
Ross went to the line with
ndividual Retirement
Account
To what extent is an IRA sheltered from current
and future income taxes?
Your IRA is sheltered from current income
taxes up to the amount of your contributions
each year. It is further sheltered as to all ear-
nings in your IRA in any year up to the time you
start withdrawing your funds. You will then pay
income taxes on the funds as you withdraw them.
oaSIPEOPLES/BANK
MURRAY KY.
1:10 left for a bonus. She
swished both of the free
throws and the lead was back
to three at 34-31.
Bumphis cut the lead back
to one with an offensive
rebound then with 53 seconds
left, freshman Mina Todd hit
one of two free throws and
Calloway held a 35-33 lead.
With only 36 seconds left on
the clock, Bumphis got her
fifth foul. Again Ross went to
the line and again, under great
pressure, made both free
throws to boost Calloway to a
37-33 lead.
But the Tigers refused to
give up. Krista Russell hit a
20-footer with 19 seconds left
and again it was a two-point
Laker lead. But Susie Imes
iced it with eight seconds left
when she hit two free throws.
"It was just up to The
Lord," said Coach Marianne
Davis of the Lakers.
"He helped us through it.
The whole team came in and
said a prayer before the
game."
With 4:12 left in the first
half, Critter McKenzie hit a
short jumper to tie the game
at 12 apiece. At the 2:27 mark
of the period, Imes hit two free
throws and the Laker girls
went on top 14-12 and never
trailed again.
At intermission, the Lakers
held an 18-12 lead and led 26-17
going into the final eight
minutes.
"Our girls held out well.
,They never really realized
they had won the game until
the horn went off," Coach
Davis said. "Murray High is
just a fantastic team. The
breaks just fell our way-.
"Pinner was just fantastic.
She really came through in the
clutch. Stephanie Wyatt was
hurt and not able to play and
that put more pressure on
,F,elicia. We were really
worried about her leg too. We
didn't know how well she
would be able to move.
"Critter came through for
us too. She hit well from the
outside and forced Murray
High to bring its zone out a
little more, which opened it up
a little more inside. She just
made up her mind she was
going to play," Davis added.
Todd was injured late in the
third period and sat out the
rest of that quarter and about
half of the fourth frame before
coming back into action.
"She hung in there and
stayed with it. It's really hard
for anyone to get inside
against Bumphis. I felt Mina
did very well on defense and
on her rebounding. Rose just
showed us what she was really
made of. She and Susie hung in
there and played defense like
it was supposed to be played.
Overall, I thought it was our
best game of the season,"
Davis added.
Bumphis paced all scorers
in the game as she hit for 14
points. The usual high-scoring
Boone was held to just seven
points.
For the Laker girls, Critter
McKenzie paced the balanced
scoring attack with 10 points
while Pinner had nine as did
Imes and Ross had seven, all
from the free throw line.
"I thought the free throw
shooting of Ross was the key'
in the game," said Tiger
coach Jane Fitch.
"We just couldn't get our
offense going. I felt like we
didn't play as well as we wee
capable of playing. I think our
win over Carlisle County
Thursday sort of emotionally
drained us.
"But our girls didn't give
up, I think that's one bright
spot for us. Plus Calloway
never was really able to get
their fastbreak going like I've
seen them do in some games. I
thought we did a pretty good
job of slowing them up:
Coach Fitch added.
With the victory, the Laker
girls improve their season
mark to 5-2 while the Tiger
girls drop to 2-2.
The Laker girls are off until
January 13 when they host
Trigg County. The Tiger girls
swing back into action tonight
by hosting Mayfield. After
that, the Tiger girls are off
until January 3 when they play
at Marshall County.
larnw
fg ft pf tp
Boone  2 3 5 7
Littleton 2 0 4 4
Bumptus 6 2 5 14
Farrell  1 0 1 2
Simmons  
. i 0 0 2 0
Washer 2 0 4 4
Russell  2 0 1 4
Total, 15 5 22 36
Collo.e, Court/
fg ft pf tp
Ross  0 7 3 7
  03 31 23 91
Imes 
Todd  1 1 2 - 3
Pinner 45 01 05 190
P. McKenzie 
Totals 13 13 15 39
Murray 6 6 5 l8-39
Calloway 1 14 8 13-39
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Is Having A Fantastic
10 Day Christmas
Bonanza Sale
EVERY LAMP IN OUR STORE IS
20% OFF OUR ALREADY LOW,
LOW, WHOLESALE PRICES
COME IN AND BROWSE, SAVE YOURSELF TIME AND
MONEY ON THESE EXTRA ORDINARY VALUES FOR GIFTS
TO BRIGHTEN UP YOUR HOME.
/
*BRONZE • GINGER JARS *INTAGLIO
*WOOD *BRASS *SWAG *NOVELTY
PRICES GOOD TNRU FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24tIt.
MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S FACTORY OUTLET STORE
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WOKING AGAINST THE PRESS-Randy McCabe (15) of the Ushers gets pest Raymond Sims and Lindsey Hudspeth (32) of the
Tigers and prepares to work by Bill McHugh (23) who is the next obstacle. The Laker boys led by eight points going into the few-
th quarter but fell 5 1-4 7 to the Tigers.





Forget about Super Bowl
XI. Welcome to World War III.
When the Oakland Raiders
and Pittsburgh Steelers get
together. some funny and not-
so-funny things 'seem to
happen.
Like bloodshed. In just a few
seasons, these two National
Football teams have
developed a rivarry virtually
unmatched in the sport.
be the game of the
century," Pittsburgh of-
fensive lineman Mike Webster
said of next Sunday's
American Conference
championship in Oakland.
More people will watch it
than the Super Bowl."
These get-togethers are
becoming an annual year-end
fixture. For the past two years
the Steelers and Raiders have
battled for the AFC crown.
Each time Pittsburgh has won
and has gone on to a Super




Raiders rallied from a 21-10
fourth-quarter deficit
Saturday to beat New England
24-21 on Ken Stabler's one-
yard touchdown run with 10
seconds to play, and because
the Steelers, on Terry
Bradshaw's three TD passes,
routed Baltimore 40-14 on
Sunday.
There's a National Con-
ference title to be decided, too.
But somehow it doesn't seem
to carry quite the impact of
the Steelers-Raiders game.
For the record, though, it'll be
the Los Angeles Rams at
Minnesota to face the Vikings
in a rematch of a 10-10 tie
played between the two teams
early in the regular season.




touchdown pacses, two of
Tiger Boys Nip [Akers
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Cary Miller has a prediction
for the New Year.
Miller isn't trying to become
like Jeanne Dixon or anything
like that. But the Murray High
basketball coach is known to
be a good judge of talent.
"Calloway County has as
much talent as any team in
this District or Region for that
matter," Miller said after his
Tigers nipped the Lakers 51-47
Saturday night in - Jeffrey
Gymnasium to win the
championship of the Laker
LAMB THE LUPO-Jamey Lama (41) one-hands this
rebound while Marc Darnell (55) and Lindsey Hudspeth (32)
watch. Lamb grabbed down nine rebounds and scored eight
points in an impressive effort in the championship game.
Invitational.
"Their players did an
outstanding job. They are
very well coached and I think
they are much better than
their ranking of 12th in the
Region. I think they'll move
up much higher in the next
ratings that come out," said
Miller, whose Tigers currently
sport the top ranking in the
coaches' poll.
For three quarters,
Calloway County was a better
team than Murray High. And
it certainly wasn't a case of
the Lakers quitting in the final
period either.
Calloway held a 41-33 lead
going into the final period and
it appeared highly probable
they were about to pull off
what would have been re-
garded as a major upset.
But just four seconds into the
final quarter, senior Mike
Wells fouled out of the game.
"I feel if we'd had Mike in
that we could have held the
lead. It put too much of a
burden on Tommy Futrell and
Jimmy Lamb. We stayed
ahead of them all the time
Mike was in there," Laker
coach Robert Slone said.
"I think our man-to-man
defense was a big key for us in
the last quarter," Miller said.
"We forced some turnovers
and were able to draw a
couple of charging fouls out of
them. But Wells fouling out
early was probably another
key," Miller added.
Brett Harcourt hit a short
jumper at the 7:45 mark as
Lamb picked up his fourth foul
Get Ready For The Holidays






No matter what the
garment, if you liked it
well enough to buy it -
look your best in it' Enjoy
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-I r ho, ( leaner% Intere.teil
in von-
753-2552
- - won over Carlisle County in
  the tourney opener, added
nine points as did Sims.
For the Lakers, Wells hit for
12 points before fouling out
while Olive had 10, Futrell
eight, Lamb eight and Randy
McCallon seven.
and it was 41-35. Richie ''We were missing good
Richardson followed with a tip shots all night," Miller said.
and Bill McHugh hit two free "I don't know how many we
throws and 90 seconds into the missed from inside eight feet.
last quarter, the eight-point But we came through in the
Laker lead had dwindled to clutch. We've got a lot of work
just a bucket. to do before we are a good
The two-point lead held until club," Miller added.
when with 3:35 left in the Miller said Hudspeth, who is
game, senior guard Raymond.,, one of the captains on the
Sims went in and hit on a team, picked up the Tigers
second effort shot to give the and gave them outstanding
Tigers a 45-45 tie. leadership'?
Murray took the lead for "We've got more than five
good with 1:52 left when players and that's the key to
Harcourt hit from 10 feet then having a good year. We played
with 1:37 left, Frank Gilliam only six people but we have
hit the front end of a bonus and two or three more on the
the Tigers were up 48-45. bench who can really help us,"
With 1:25 to go, Sims picked Miller added.
up his fourth personal and sent s- With 1:35 left in the first
Futrell to the line for two free half, Wells hit a 15-footer to
throws. Futrell missed both give the Lakers a 24-23 lead.
and Gilliam rebounded Wells hit for another bucket
With 52 seconds remaining. and Glen Olive hit from five
Richie Richardson scored feet to give the Lakers a 28-23
what proved to be the biggest lead at intermission.
basket of the game when he The largest Laker lead of
worked inside and grabbed aft_the game was the eight-point
offensive rebound for two margin at the end of the third
points and Murray led 50-45. period.
Richardson iced it with 19 "I'm proud of my kids,"
seconds left when he hit one of Laker coach Robert Slone
two free throws after Lamb said,
exited with his fifth foul. "I'm really very surprised
Tiger forward Lindsey they have played as well as
Hudspeth and Laker forward they have in the past few
Jimmy Lamb put on quite a games. They are doing some
show under the boards. Both things I didn't think they could
were simply awesome. do.
Hudspeth, who scored 18 "Lamb surprised me too. He
points, pulled down 15 has exceptional quickness and
rebounds while Lamb, scoring jumping ability. He plays like
a season-low of eight, grabbed he's a big man," Slone said of
nine rebounds. the 6-1 junior.
Richardson, who did not "Hudspeth was the one that
play Thursday when Murray killed us. I saw him play in the
game against Carlisle County
Thursday and I didn't think he
was that impressive, of course
he was in foul trouble though
during most of the game. He
did an outstanding job on the
boards and got a lot of his
points on offensive rebounds"
11. •'4,'-.-
AN UST TWO-Marc Darnell (55) of the Laken sheets
wide-open shot for an easy two while Glom Olive (33) of the
Ushers and Brett Neveoert (11) of the Tigers watch the action,
(Staff Photos by Ma Solooloo)
Murray High betters its
record to 5-1. The Tigers will
resume action January 4 when
they host a talented Marshall
County club while the Lakers
resume play the same evening
by playing Wingo in Jeffrey















Futrell  4 0
McCall=  3 I
Darnell  1 0
Lockhart  0 0
Totals 21 5
Murray 8 15 10




















them to rookie Sanume White,
and Chuck Foreman rushing
for a pair of scores. On Sun-
day, the Rams nosed out
Dallas 14-12 with Lawrence
McCutcheon scoring the
winning touchdown in the
opening minute of the final
quarter
There has been some bad
blood between the Raiders and
Steelers - and it's almost
surprising there hasn't been
more of it spilled. In the first
game of the season, George
Atkinson leveled Lynn Swann
with a forearm. The result
was a concussion suffered by
the Pittsburgh wide receiver
- and a lawsuit filed by
Atkinson against Chuck Noll
after the Pittsburgh Coach
said a few unkind things.
Bradshaw threw a 76-yard
scoring bomb to Frank Lewis
on the third play of the game
in Baltimore and later flipped
TD passes of 29 and 11 yards to
Lynn Swann.
Franco Harris piled up 132
yards rushing for the Steelers
but both he and Rocky Bleier
left the game with minor
injuries. The only thing that
did was give Reggie Harrison
the chance to score a pair of
touchdowns on runs of one and
10 yards.
Normally, a runaway game
such as this one might be
criticized. In this case, it was
a blessing. About 10 minutes
after it ended, a single-engine
plane piloted by a man who
had allegedly been buzzing
Memorial Stadium during the
game, crashed into the upper
deck. The section, which
might still have been jammed
by fans had it been a close
contest„ had long been
vacated.
"We did what we had to do,"
Coach John Madden said after
his Raiders rallied to turn
back the wild-and-woolly wild-
card Patriots.
Ken Stabler's TD run was
the decisive factor - but
equally decisive was a penalty
called against New England
middle guard Ray Hamilton.
It happened on a third-down
play with 57 seconds to go.
Hamilton belted Stabler just
after the ball was thrown. It
was incomplete -- but
Hamilton was called for
roughing the passer. Instead
of punting, the Raiders had a
first down ... and eventually.
had a touchdown.
"I thought the ball was
tipped, and if it was, then
there shouldn't have been a
penalty called," said Pats
Coach Chuck Fairbanks.
Tarkenton -Completed 12 of
21 passes against Washington,
including scoring strikes of
nine and 27 yards to White and
an 18-yarder to tight end Stu
Voigt. Chuck Foreman gained
105 yards in 20 carries,
including TD runs of two and
30 yards. Brent McClanahan
added 101 yards on 20 carries
for his first 100-yard game as a
pro.
Coach Chuck Knox of the
Rams wasn't ready to look
ahead to the game against the
Vikings just yet. "Let me
celebrate this one for a while
before I think of Minnesota,"
he said after the squeaker
over the Cowboys which wiped'
out the humiliation of the 37-7
shellacking Dallas ad-
ministered in Los Angeles in
the NFC title game a year ago.
The Rams had apparently
settled for a 10-10 tie early in
the fourth quarter when Toro
Dempsey kicked a field goal.,
But Dallas was penalized fok
running into the kicker, Knok
rejected the_three points, tooiF
a first down and eventually:
scored on McCutcheon's'
burst.
"It's a old adage that you
don't take points off the board
but we came down here to
win," Knox said. "We didn't
want to think in terms of not
losing."
TENNIS
SAO PAULO, Brazil -
Ricardo Cano of Argentina
beat Carlos Kirmayr 3-6, 6-2,
6-0,6-0, giving his country a 3-2
victory over Brazil in the 1977
South American Zone Davis ,
Cup semifinals.
NASSAU, Bahamas - Top-
seeded Jeff Bord-wiak ot
Berkeley, Calif., whipped -
second-seeded Gene Mayer of '
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Defense Keys Racers' Sixth
Consecutive Victory, Now 7-2
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW




from a close first half to
dominate play in the second
half and send Livingston
University home to Alabama
with an early Christmas
present.
The Racer gift to the Tigers
was the short end of a 79-60
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Colgate 97, Buffalo 84
Dartmouth 55, Maine 54
Holy Cross 86, Harvard 68
Manhattan 77, St. Peter's 69
Massachusetts 89, Fordham
77
Michigan St 82, Canisius 59
New Hampshire 73, Kings 69
Pittsburgh 84, St. Francis,
Pa. 71
Providence 102, Brown 82
Rhode Island 87, Hofstra 86,
OT
St. Bonaventure 72, Long
Island 71
Villanova 0,- Pennsylvania 66
SOUTH
Brigham Young 89, Davidson
61
Centenary 81, SW Louisiana
73
Clemson 78, Stetson 64
Citadel 70, E Carolina 62
Georgia 58, Fairleigh Dickin-
son 44
Georgia Tech 62, E Ten-
nessee 54
Maryland 76, Appalachian St
74
New Orleans 65, Oklahoma
City 61
S Carolina 77, Furman 71
Wake Forest 84, N Caro-Ashe-
ville 73,
W Texas St 67, S Mississippi
64
MIDWEST
AIA-West 96, Old Dominion
94, 2 OT
Arkansas 67, Kansas 63
Butler 56, Ball St 48
Chicago Loyola 61,-.814liaois
59
Cincinnati 86, St. Louis 53
Detroit 70, Arizona 68
Drake 102, St. Cloud 55
E Michigan 81, Heidelberg 66
Illinois 80, Arizona St 74
Indiana St 80, Cent Michigan
62
Iowa 85, Iowa St 64
Kansas St 85, Cent Missouri
55
Louisville 78, Marquette 75,
OT
Michigan 102, Kent St 66
Minnesota 96, Vermont 61
N Dakota 94, Macalester 57
Ohio U 93, Cleveland St 83,
OT
Sloakota St 85, Winona St 67
Wartburg 81, S Dakota 77












score as Murray played an
outstanding second half on
defense to outdistance a team
that proved that they could
stay close during the first half.
"What you have to do is
remember what you did well
to win other games and come
back out and play the kind of
ball that it takes to win," said
Overton. We played a real
good second half on defense. It
was good hard-nosed, man-to-
man play, mostly, and that's
what it takes to win the big
games."
Leading by only four points,
42-38 at the half, the Racers
allowed the visiting Tigers
only 22 points in the second
half.
Symbolic of the kind of
defense the Racers put
together in the second half
was the fact that 6-8
Livingston center Cheyenne
Jones, who had 20 points in the
first half on 9 field goals and
two free throws, was limited
to just two more points, both
on fouls, in the entire second
half.
Credit the Racers' John
Randall with shutting off
Jones. "I was impressed with
what John did for us in the
second half. In fact everyone
that played did a good job,"
Overton stated.
GOLF
MIAMI - Bonnie Lauer was
named the Ladies
Professional Golf Associ-
ation's Rookie of the Year.
MIAMI - Chi Chi Rodriguez
and Jo Ann Washam captured
the 1200,000 Mixed Team Golf
Championship by four strokes.
GENERAL
BALTIMORE - A single-
engine airplane crashed into
the upper deck of Baltimore's
Memorial Stadium, just 10
minutes after the end of a
National Football League
playoff game. The pilot was
not seriously injured.
ATLANTA - Sid Payne, a
hockey writer for the Long
Island Press, died at the age of
46.
"We played a lot of people
tonight and I wanted to play
more," Overton said. "There
are good people on the bench
and we have never failed to
get a good performance out of
those people."
Murray was never headed in
the contest although
"Livingston was able to pull
within two points at the
beginning of the second half,
but that was as close as the
stingy Racer defense would let
them come.
"What we tried to do was
throw in a little 1-3-1 zone to
keep them off balance, but the
main tactic is man-to-man and
that is what we had to do most
of • the game," Overton
commented. "When you mix it
up it just makes it that much
more difficult for the other
team."
"A real good defensive
game really isn't that exciting
to watch, it cuts down on the
break-away action and may
be dull to some fans," Overton
said. "But what you are seeing
is real good technique. There
is really more good technical
basketball employed in this
type of game. What you are
trying to do is control the other
team and force them into
mistakes."
Coach Overton had words of
praise for Grover Woolard.
"Woolard played one of his
best defensive games ever,
really he made some defen-
sive plays that were really
great."
Overton really didn't
exagerate when he spoke of
Grover Woolard. One par-
ticular play stands out. No, it
wasn't a scoring play but it
was heads-up, super and nifty
all at the same time.
Woolard had the ball and
was pinned to the baseline by
an aggressive Livingston
player. Grover held the ball,
momentarily, and when he
realized that he was about to
turn the ball over, he bounced
the ball off the obliging Tiger
players' knee and the ball was
out to Murray. That's heads-
up basketball and typical of
FROM THE LONG RANGE-Mike Muff (40) of the Racers fires
up two from the long range over s pair of Livingston State








During Banking Hours at
die llain Bank Office
& Wain
December 20 through December 24
G2
the kind of night that Woolard
had.
"Lenny Barber added a
little zip to our game,"
Overton remarked. "I have
confidence in our bench," he
added.
Murray played nine deep
into that strong bench while
recording their seventh vic-
tory in nine starts and their
sixth straight on the season.
The final eight minutes were
all Murray as the Racers
pushed the lead out of reach
by outscoring the visitors 16-4.
Fred Overton's Racer team
has some strong competition
coming up this week as they
journey west to play in the Las
Vegas Classic.
The Racers will face fifth-
ranked Nevada-Las Vegas in
the opening round of the
Classic.
Maybe the Racers will have
an early Christmas present
for Las Vegas Tuesday.
Veiled. Sten
f g-fga ft-tta rb pf
Green 4 4
Snub',  5-10 3-4 6 1
Jones  9-24 4-8 9 0
Williams  1-6 4-5 1 2
Studer  6-11 00 1 0
Moore . 1 -1 1-2 0 0
E w giams 0-1 0-0 0 1
Totals 24-61 12-19 22 12
ii.om sow%
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf
Mull 9-18 1-2 12 1
Woolard  5-10 0-0 9 3
Jarrett  4-6 0-0 5 3
Blasingame 6-6 1-1 5 3
Warren 5-7 0-0 2 3
Randall  4-9 1-3 6 3
Wilson  1-1 0-0 0 3
Wade 2-3 0-0 0 1
Barber 2-4 0-0 1 1
Totals 38-64 3-6 40 2L11
Livingston 30 ss-es
Murray 12 37-71
Attendance: 4,000 I est).
TWO FOR THE BIG MAN-Racer center Danny Jarrett goes
up for two of his eight points in the Murray victory over




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
"I think our kids have shown
great character at this point in
the season," Utah Coach
Jerry Pimm said in the un-
derstatement of the week.
Pimm's Utes, only minutes
before, had ended the nation's
longest basketball winning
streak at 16 games by nipping
third-ranked Kentucky 70-68
with a jump shot by Earl
Williams in the final second
singular.
Pimm noted that Kentucky
would have been much
tougher had three of its
players - two starters and a
reserve - not been on the
bench in street clothes under
suspension. "But they
(Kentucky) won't use that as
an excuse," Pimm said.
"They're a fine team and
class people."
Starters Mike Phillips and
Jay Shidler and reserve
,Truman Claytor weren't
allowed to play in either game
of Kentucky's Invitational
Tournament after Coach Joe.
Hall announced he had caught
them violating training rules.
Hall said the three will play
in Kentucky's next game Dec.
30 against Notre Dame in
Louisville.
Their absence was un-
derlined when four Kentucky
players got into foul trouble
and had to abandon the
Wildcats' usually aggressive
defense.
"We were in' good foul
position at the end," Ptrnm
said, "so we were able to play
more aggressively."
Jeff Judkins scored a game
high 24 points in the victory
that gave Utah the cham-
pionship of the tournament
and set the Utes' record for
this season at 5-3.
Rick Robey led Kentucky, 6-
1, with 19 points and James
Lee added 13.
West Virginia beat Bowling
Green 74-70 for third place.
The Utes led during most of
the second half, at one point by
eight, but were tied by
Kentucky at 66-66 with 2:35
left in the contest.
Robey was awarded a
basket when Utah's Buster
Matheny was called for
goaltending with 1:35 left on
the clock.
Utah's Jeff Jonas knotted


















Ten can win $25 worth of
groceries. Register for the weekly
drawing at KWIK-P11(
25 feet with nine seconds to go
to set up Williams' heroics.
The score was tied nine
times and the lead changed
hands 15 times during the hard
fought battle.
SNAKE SCORES-Grover "Snake" Woolard goes in for two of his 10 points. Watching for the
Racers ore John Randall (21) and Lenny Barber (22) Woolard hod nine rebounds end piny'd one
of his best defensive games of the season.
(Staff hese by tarry Dm')
UK Given Mild Slap On Hand
For Recruiting Violations
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The University of Kentucky
athletics board was to meet
today to discuss a two-year
probation penalty assessed by
the National Collegiate
Athetic Association for




to comment on the NCAA
report whichsaid the sanc-
tions were tempered by the
Southeastern Conference
member's cooperation in the
investigation.
"It is likely that more
severe penalties would have
been imposed," Arthur R.




prohibiting the football team
from appearing on television
during the 1977 season and
trimming the school's football
scholarships during the first
year of probation to 25, five
fewer than allowed under
NCAA legislation.
The football team, which
will play in the Peach B9w1
Dec. 31, is also prohibited
from appearing in post-eason
competition following the 1977
season.
In addition, Kentucky will
be allowed to award only three
new basketball scholarships,
two fewer than normally
allowed, during the next two
academic years.
The probation period runs




the SEC, said he did not think
Kentucky's basketball team
would be ineligible for the
conference championship
because of the probation
penalty.
"I would have to study the
NCAA order, but if there were
no sanctions on basketball, I
don't think it would affect
their eligibility," McWhorter
said.
In a lengthy summary of the
case, the NCAA said Kentucky
representatives offered high
school prospects various gifts
and inducements, including
cash, clothing, free tran-
sportation, the use of
automobiles, trips to Las
Vegas, lodging, theater
tickets, and, in one instance, a
race horse.
SKIING
VAL GARDENA, Italy -
Franz ICIarnrner of Austria
scored his second downhill
victory in two days, beating
countryman Josef Welcher by
.95 of a second.
DAVOS, Switzerland -
Thomas Wasberg of Sweden, a
23-year-old former junior
champion, won a 15-kilometer
cross country ski race







It • Given Away FREE each
Itv week until Christmas Day







We've got the Christmas Spirit. Each week until Christmas
Day, KWIK-PIK will give away $25 of FREE groceries to a
shopper who registers for our weekly drawing. No purchase
is necessary. Register often. The more times you register
the better our chances of being the lucky shopper.
Drawings will be
held Monday morning on
Nov. 22....Chris Parker
Nov. 29 Vince Heise
.4."77-Lur Dec.Joan Gilbert
Dec. 13 Dorothy Grogan
Dec. ZU
Dec. 21 
 KVICIPIK MARKETS 
Wiener of
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Synopsis .
Billy gets into the castle by
hiding in Goko's boot. When the
giant, pleased with his polished
boots, relents and orders supper
for the giants. Billy sneaks after
him into the kitchen_
CHAPTER FIFTEEN
GREEN PEA SOUP
It was supper time and the
giants guarding the castle
were faint from -lack of food.
"To bash in our heads is
all right," they muttered.
"But to starve us is quite
another thing."
- Then word came that Goko
-had- relented and they were to
have food after all. The giants
were to remain at their posts and
Goko would send them each a
bowl of green pea soup. A bowl
of soup. - even green pea
soup is to a giant what a
peanut is to an elephant. Still it
was better than nothing and the
giants dared not complain.
While the soup cooked, Goko
sat in the kitchen and ate his
usual meal. He had a barrel of
oysters, a bushel of potatoes and
half a roast hippopotamus. Ho
topped it off with a small plum
pudding about the size of a
railroad caboose.
All the time Goko was eating
Billy was hiding behind the
kitchen stove. It had been easy
enough to slip into his hiding
place. Gokro's face was hidden
behind the roast hippopotamus
and the giant who was cooking
the soup was so envious of
Goko's succulent dinner he kept
his eyes screwed shut so he
couldn't see it.
Billy waited his chance. When
the soup was nearly done he
took out the bottle of Ha-Ha the
Ghost's tears and dumped it in
with the bubbling peas.
The pot of soup hissed and
sizzled and sputtered and fizzed
like a truckload of fireworks
gone off at one time. The cook
opened his eyes and staggered
back in alarm. Goko leaped up
from the plum pudding he had




In five minutes, the giants had turned into pigs!
"Dunce! Can't you see! It's
done!"
"Y-yes, yes," stammered the
giant. He ducked his head to
avoid a green pea that shot out
from the pot.
"Then serve it to the clods!"
barked Goko and he stalked
away to his den..
The trembling cook hastily
dished the gurgling, frothing
soup into bowls including one
for himself-- and dashed away
to feed the giants. Every giant
downed his bowl in one big gulp.
They declared it the best soup
ever served at the castle.
Five minutes later they had
turned into pigs.
Billy came out from- behind
the stove and led the grunting
animals into the kitchen. He
dragged all the food out of the
refrigerator and set it on the
floor. Then he left them happy
as well-fed pigs always are.
Billy tiptoed through the castle
until he came to the den where
Goko sat before the fire. Billy
peeped through the half-closed
door.
Every few minutes the giant
heaved himself out of his chair
and went to look out the
window. He was watching for
the moon to rise.
"No one could hurt me," he
muttered to himself. "What does
it matter if the moon does shine!
It's all nonsense."
All the same he couldn't sit
still. He had to keep checking' on
the moon. When he got up for
'the 18th time to look out the
window Billy ran in and laid the
Harp Witch's necklace on the
giant's chair. Then Billy ducked
behind the chair.
Goko came back from the
window. He saw the Rosanna
Ruby gleaming in his chair. He
picked it up and held to the
light.
He could not inagine where it
had come from but he grunted
"Finders, keepers! It is mine!"
He started to fasten the neck-
lace around his neck. Billy
waited, holding his breath.
"It will tighten around his
throat as the Harp Witch said,"
he thought. "Goko will die and




Wishing pot a holiday pocked a irk good wishes
and oor thanks.
In the midst of the
holiday flurry and
fun, we want to take
time to wish all our
friends a Christmas






As you experience the
transcendent joy of this
Yuletide, may your blessings









s you and your loved - ones
share your joy we wish you




Of course, we Yy kidding -
Our guj's will be working •
on Christmas& New Years,
Just es cavil other days* .
every minute of ;very hour. .
e • •
But 2were mit kidding when
wish you all the Best,
this 'Holiday Season. .•
". • • • •
•. .
MURRAY WATER & SEWER SYSTEM
4.• Olio* 753-4321
The spirit of Christmas is everywhere
filling the world with happiness and joy.
We hope your holiday is brimming
with all good things.
Roy's
Top Shop
S. 4th St. 753-6970
Christmas be a
bountiful feast of
harmony and joy with
your loved ones.
Serving you is always
Dreams of the Sugar Plum
Fairy and beautiful imaginings
fill the night. May all your
dreams come true!
May your hearth and home be blessed
this Christmas. Thanks to our
loyal friends and patrons for putting
your confidence in our hands.
5111 Mein 753-9935
Pv:Ierrily, errily, we sing our
thanks and warm wishes for harmony
and joy through Christmas.
Lovett Brothers
Gulf Service
L Elm St. 753-50111
Blessed are they who see Christmas
through the eyes of a child! May the
breathless anticipation of Santa Claus
renew our sense of wonder and joy,
this happy season. Magical wishes
and thanks for your patronage.
Westview Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St. 153-1304141,1 Nil &so 753-7641 816 Cokhvater Rd. 75141512
Murray Auto Parts
006 Maple 753-4424




Man Of The Year
• LOUISVILLE, KY. —
Clarence L. Miller, a Shelby




has been named Man of, the
Year in Kentucky UriCliltUre.
by the Agricultural Com-
municators of Kentucky.
Miller's selection for the
award was announced at the
organization's annual Man of •
the Year Banquet in
Shelbyville Dec. 17. He is the
21st Kentuckian to be so
honored.
Miller's agricultural service
career, which spans nearly
four decades, saw him rise
through the ranks of county
and state farm leadership
positions to the top levels of
the U. S. Department of
Agriculture during the 1950's.
Then for a time, Miller
Worked outside the federal
government, until 1969 when
he was named agricultural'
attache to Spain. He retired
from that position in October
of this year.
First stop on the road to
agricultural officialdom for
Miller came in 1941 when he
was elected director of the
Shelby County Farm Bureau.
Subsequent years brought his
selection as county president,
then director and second vice
president of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation.
During this same period
Miller served as the
agricultural representative on
the Kentucky State Fair
Board. He was vice chairman
of The board's building
colfunittee that planned and
oversaw the construction of
the Kentucky Fair and Ex-
position Center near Stan-
diford Field in Louisville.
In 1953, Miller gained ap-




A year later he was named
director of the Tobacco
Division of USDA, and he and
his wife Toddy moved to
Washington D. C.
During the next 11 years,




marketing and the Foreign
Agricultural Service, vice
president of the Commodity
Credit Corporation and U. S.
delegate to the Food and
Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations.
Miller served r& 'I' 'brief
period as executive vice
president of the American
Stockyards Association, then
he returned to Kentucky in
1965, where he was named
marketing consultant for
Kentucky Farm Bureau:
In 1969, he returned to
federal service as agricultural
attache to Spin at the U.. S.
Embassy in Madrid. During
seven years tenure in this
position, he helped increase U.
S. farm exports to Spain to
more than $650 million a year.
The figure elevated Spain to
fourth place among world
powers in imports of U. S.
farm products.
Agricultural -Com-
municators of Kentucky, the
organization which sponsors
the Man of the Year Award, is
made up of farm writers, farm
broadcasters and a variety of
other agricultural information
professionals. It was formerly
knows as the Farm Press and
Radio Association of Ken-
tucky.
A Consumer lip
from Exwision Specialists et
the UK College of Agriculture
Look for special sales to
find meat bargains, UK
Extension specialists in con-
sumer economics recom-
mend. Meat cuts sometimes
are priced at cost—or even
below cost—to attract
customers to the store. When
your favorite cuts of meat are
on sale, it pays to buy for
future meals if you have
freezer space.
Youthful Influx
Nearly one farmer in five is
now under the age of 35.
Steve McCuiston, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Mc-
Cuiston of Murray Route
Five, has been selected as
FFA Member of the Month
for December by the
Calloway County Chapter of
the Future Farmers of
America. Steve was chosen
as a result of placing second
in the Chapter Soil Con-
servation Essay Contest and
attending the National FFA
Convention in Kansas City,
Mo., as a chapter represen-
tative. He is a senior and is






president of the advisory
council for the Adult Farmer
Program at the Murray
Vocational Center and Jamie
Potts, teacher of agriculture,
attended the 10th National
Young Farmer Institute in
Denver, Colorado December
11-15. Forty young farmers
and wives attended from
Kentucky. They were among,
approximately 1,200 from 20
states that have organized
young farmer programs.
In support of the local adult
farmer program and planned
young farmer chapter,
McKeel Equipment Co.,
Shoemaker Seed Co., and
Murray Warehousing Cor-
poration provided the air fare
expense for Cunningham to
attend the Institute.
Kentucky Young Farmers
will host the Ilth Annual In-
stitute in Louisville in
December, 1977.
RECAST
Honor Ky. 4-H Alums Pesticide applicators must be certified
Statewide spray school set
Mrs. Carroll Scott
Charlann Harting Carroll,
wife of the governor of.
Kentucky, is one of four
former 4-H members named
Kentucky winners in the 4-H
alumni recognition program.
The others are William F.
Scott of Meade County, Sallie
Brame of Ballard County, and
C. T. Herndon of Madison
County.
All are recipients of
plaques donated by Olin
Corporation.
The alumni recognition
progtam honors former 4-H
members for continuing
service to 4-H, community
leadership, and success in
their chosen careers.
Scott and Mrs. Brame will
have their names placed in
nomination for consideration
as national award winners.
Eight national winners, to be
named next year, will receive
10-carat gold keys and
expense-paid trips to the 56th
National 4-H Congress in
Chicago.
Mrs. Carroll was a ten-year
4-H member, winning
recognition in clothing and
beef projects, before
beginning her college career
at the University of
Kentucky. She later served as
a 4-H leader.
Since becoming
Kentucky's first lady, the
McCracken County alumni
winner has continued her
involvement with the youth
of the state. This year she
initiated an ongoing
bicentennial display at the
Capitol in Frankfort, which
was designed to give every
junior high school in
Kentucky an opportunity to
contribute an exhibit.
Scott, now living in
McLean, Va., was a colonel in
the United States Air Force
when he retired in 1972. He
last served as defense and air
attache stationed in Moscow.
Previously he had served as a
political and military advisor
on African affairs at the U.S.
State Department.
Scott received his Ph.D. in
political Science from George
Washington, University in
1974. He is the author of
many works on defense and
weaponry.
An active 4-H member in
Meade County in the 1910's,
Scott has continued his
Mrs. Brame Herndon
interest in the organization.
Mrs. BraMe of LaCenter
has been active in 4-H all her
life. Though now a retired
teacher, she still serves as -a
dub leader and considers
herself "on call" whenever
her services are needed.
She has been active in Red
Cross voliidteer wotranaTS
charter member of the
Ballard County Cancer Board.
A teacher for 38 years in
Kentucky and Michigan, her
first teaching assignment was
in a one-room schoolhouse in
Ballard County.
Herndon operates a
300-acre farm near Berea. He
has always worked closely
with 4-H members who need
assistance with financing. He
initiated a policy whereby a
4-H member received a $100
discount when buying a calf
at the Kentucky Angus
Sweepstakes.
He is a member of the
Madison County Fair Board
and the Madison County
Farm Bureau, and has been
deacon of the Berea Christian
Church for 40 years.
Alumni winners were




NEW YORK (AP) — Nutri-
tion, the science of what hap-
pens to the human body as a
result of diet, is being in-
troduced to New York Medical
College's currieulurn this year.
Nutrition has always been
passed over lightly in medical
schools, says program director
Dr. Jack M. Cooperman. "Al-
though students are well-tutor-
ed in the fundamentals of basic
nutrients, most of them gradu-
ate without acquiring practical
knowledge of how nutrition re-
lates to good health and to dis-
ease processes."
Although Americans are
some of the best-fed people in
the world, nutritional defi-
ciencies abound and cut across
all socioeconomic levels, he
adds.
The New York Medical Col-
lege program, funded by a U.S.
Dept. of Health, Education and
Welfare grant, will cover un-
dernutrition, malnutrition,obes-
ity, and the relationship of diet
to physical and mental develop-
ment and to disorders and dis-
eases such as diabetes and can-
cer.
The second annual Ken-
tucky Spray School will be
held Jan. 5 and 6 at the
Hopkinsville Community
Colkge in Hopkinsville, ac-
cording to an announce-
ment made by Chris Chris-
tensen, extension entomolo-
gist with the Entomology
-Department of the Univer-




every user of restricted use
pesticides to be certified
before they can apply the
pesticides. Such persons
must be certified by
October of 1977.
All commercial chemical
applicators must pass an
examination before they
can be certified and are
urged to attend a spray
school to obtain the subject
knowledge to pass the
certification test.
The first statewide spray
school was held in Lexing-
ton last year. The second
school has been scheduled
for the Western Kentucky
area, since there was a good
response from commercial
applicators in that area at
the first school and it was
felt the school should be
conducted "a little further
west" td accomodate the
people in that area, accord-
ing to Christensen.
He said the annual spray
schools have two objectives.
"The first is to present the
latest and more advanced
technology in the applica-
tion of the chemicals,"
Christensen said, "the infor-
mation being aimed primari-
ly at those who will be
applying the restricted use
chemicals on a for hire
basis.
"The second objective is
to get such people certi-
fied," he continued. "A lot
of commercial applicators in
Kentucky are already certi.
fled—but for those who are
not, this is an opportunity
for them to get specific
instruction so that they can
take a certification examina-
tion after which they will
legally be able to apply the
pesticides."
Christensen said instruc-
tion and examinations will




animal pest control, regula-
tory pest control, public
health pest control, aerial
application of chemicals,
demonstration and research,
aquatic weed control, and
ornamental and turf pest
control. "At this school we
want to emphasize the lawn
care aspect in the orna-
mental and turf category,"
he said. "The category will
be directed in particular to
those applicators who pro-
vide services specifically for
lawn and turf needs and for
persons such as golf course
superintendents.",
The statewide School is a
co-sponsored event, the
sponsors to include the Uni-
versity of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension













persons who are already
certified, but want to learn
more about the latest tech-
nological aspects involved,
are also invited to attend.
The Kentucky Commer-
cial Applicators and Pesti-
cide Dealers Association will
conduct its annual meeting
and banquet on the night of
Wednesday, Jan. 5, in con-
junction with the spray
school. The featured
• speaker at the banquet will
*be Dink Embry, farm
director for Radio Station
WHOP in Hopkinsville.
Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements
NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1977
1st Payment January, 1978 
Here are a few customer advantages —
• Interest Free - Use equipment six months at Ford's ex-
pense. • Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax credit. •
Beat Inflation - Buy at this year's prices, Pay with next year's
dollars. • Use - Present equipmival equity as down payment, 741
BUY NOW AND SAVE'
HAt
GARDNER FORD TRACTOR
Phone 247-7408 Highway 45 Mayfield, Ky.
AIIIIIIIM1111111==& 
Congratulations, Calloway County Farmers
for your best year ever
Charles Roberts
Betty Bennett Pat Adams
Don Chapman
mas rom t e
urchase Equipment
111






Hwy. 94E Phone 153-7215
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As of mid-November, the supply situation in December is
expected to look like this:
Gardening Tips from Extension Special ists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
Strange as this may sound.
many commercial food proc-
essors think that of all the
vegetables coming from
American gardens, the cu-
cumber is perhaps the most
preferred. ,t is preferred not





Too Much In Any Year?
If yiou contribute more than the
maximum, allowable in any year, a 6% tax
will be iiiiposed on the excess contribution.
The tax will continue to be imposed until
you "undercontribute" in a later year.
Are My Contributions
Tax Deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible
from gross income up to the maximum
allowed by law. You can deduct your con-
tribution even though you don't itemize
deductions.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
first hand, how such an acenunt might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
processors hasten to add, but
for the some 36 different
varieties of pickles that can
be made of it. Last year,
according to a USDA report,
folks in the United States ate
over 29 billion pickles, plus
relish, chow chow and other
dainties using cucumbers in
_ _their toll:Tilt, ikils...A19..th_fi.-...stage,
report shows that in any year
more pounds of cucumbers
are picked and packed in the
United States than canned
peaches, corn, peas, apple
sauce or tomatoes.
In This, the New World,
the pickle came before the
cucumber. According to food
historians, it first arrived here
in 1492 in a jar in the galley
of a ship piloted by old
Christopher ColurribUs. Vita-
min-packed, it soon was
saving many pioneers from
scurvy and other ailments
usually visited upon them by
seemingly endless winters
without fresh vegetables. For
many generations, frontier
fkmilies depended on their
cucumber patches for the
only green vegetable they
could prepare and keep
throughout the entire winter.'
Laying down stone crocks of
pickles became a traditional
country art, an art that still





organization that keeps track
of the pickle business, the
average person in this country
eats eight or more pounds of
pickles a year, equaling his
appetite for 8 pounds of






timely ways to save




Make your best deal with your
local White dealer on a new
White tractor, tractor tillage tool
combination, planter or combine
... and well send directly to you a
check for $200 to $1,850.
White Bucks
When you buy a new 4-
wheel-drive 4-150 or 4-180 Field
Boss r.7... White will. allow you up
to $3,000 toward the purchase
price of a job-matched tillage tool
or planter to go with it.
Waiver of Finance Charges
Buy now and White will waive fi-
nance charges until March 31,
1977, on all new White tractors,
tillage equipment purchased with
tractors and planters. Financing
charges on combines will be
waived until the first season of
use.
Investment Credit
On equipment purchased and de-
livered to you prior to Sept. 1,
1977, the IRS-sponsored invest-






you to deduct up to 10% of the




An additional 20°0 of the pur-
chase price of equipment pur-
chased and delivered before
January 1.1977 can be deducted
from your 1976 taxable income
under the IRS-sponsored 1st year
bonus depreciation plan.
Save up to $7,000
Here's, a golden opportunity to
save thousands of dollars. If you
—were to take advantage of White's
exclusive Pre-Season Al-
lowance, White Bucks (both e;,-,
pire December 30, 1976) as well
as our Waiver of Finance
Charges and the IRS-sponsored
Investment Tax Credit and 1st
Year Bonus Depreciation plans
. . . you could save up to $7,000 on
your next major machinery pur-
chase. See us for Oil full details.
We can work out a special deal for
you now. .. before December 30,
1976.
AB A & I FortSupply
Nary. U W Pails, Teas.
901442-U44
Added Dollar Valise Extended Warranty - Merck 31, 197S ea Tractors July 1, 197$ ye
Sri:a:kwi must be delvered of to Oscars bar 30 197510 Quality tor Pr.-Season Altortanc* and Whit. But*, VOITIIMS PrOd.C,
da.6n0,Y Pri0,10DOC•mbaii 31 1976 subui,c1 to available ~Miry
RED MEATS
Beef . . plontiful. Produc-
tion 2-4% above the record of
a year earber and 7% *bore
Dec. 1973-75 average. Gains
in fed beef will continue to
more than offset declines in
nonfed beef.
Pork . plentiful. Dec.
prqbuction seasonally large
and up 22-24% from un-
usually low level of year
earlier. This would be 12%
above the Dec. 1973-75 •v
POULTRY 1. EGGS
Broiler-fryers . plentiful.
Dec. marketings about 6%
more than Dec. 1975. and
18% above 1973-75 average.
Eggs . . . adequate. Dec.
1976 output to approximate
last year's level but 2% be-
low the recent 3-year average.
Turkey . plentiful. New
crop marketings 2% ITIOnt
than year ago and nearly 7%
over recent 3-year averoge for
December. Dec. 1 cold stor-
age holdings around 1/10
more than last year and down
only moderately from 3-year
average, bringing Dec. supply
up 7% from year earlier.
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS
Milk and Dairy products ...
plentiful. Production should
continue well above previous
yearly and 3-year average and
will be increasing seasonally.
This, with more than ade-
quate stocks of dairy prod-•
ucts, will result in excess sup-
plies moving to Government
under the price support pro-
gram. Oct. milk production
was up 5.6% from last year.
Butter production up about
10% and American cheese
production up over 25% in
Oct. from 1975. In Sept. non-
fat dry milk production was up
around .20% and 10% from
the previous yearly and 3-
year averages.
FRUITS, VEGETABLES, NUTS
Fresh citrus fruits and juices
. . . plentiful. A record early,
mid•season and navel orange
production is forecast. 16%
above last season and, 19%
more than in 1974-75. A rec.
ord grapefruit crop is forecast
at 13% above last year and
30% above 1974-75. Fresh
lemons . . . plentiful, at 28.8
million boxes, up 62% from
last season. Tangerines .
plentiful. Crop at 8.1 million
boxes is 50% higher than
past two years. Nov. 1 stocks
of frozen concentrated orange
juice 16% more than Jast
year.
Fresh noncitrus fruits
plentiful. West Coast pears
(other than Bartletts)
more than last year's utilized
crop but 6% less than 1974's
Cranberry crop to set record.
15% above last year and 6°,
above 1974. Although 1976
apple crop is estimated 13°..,
less than -1975's record and
5% below 1974, supplies wiii
be abundant. California's table
grape crop 12% below 1975.




and pears. Fruit cocktail
adequate.
Dried prunes . adequate.
California production 8% be
;ow last year and slightly less
than 1974 crop Raisins .
lignt 1976 production much
lower than last year as Sept
rains affected drying and
caused heavy losses.
Processed vegetables
plentiful Inventories of frozen
gcoreeb,nandPeaspiLnescwheewtereco2r0o%n,-
18%. and 10% above av-
erage. Frozen potato inven-
tories were 27% above av-
erage. Stocks of canned green
peas, spinach, and sweetpota-
toes were up 23%, 19%. and
6%.
Fresh Potatoes, sweetpota-
toes, and dry onions . . .
plentiful. Fall potato output
is record 299.2 million cwt.,
8°,6 greater than 1975 and
10°'„ above average. Sweet-
potato production 4% above
average— Production of sum-
mer storage onions is 20%
heavier than in 1975.
Peanuts . . plentiful. Com-
mercial stocks on Sept. 30
were 14% lower than a year
ago Production only 4% less
than the record 1975 crop.
Almonds . . plentiful. Cali-
fornia 1976 crop expected to
be record high and 47% more
than in 1975:—Walnuts .
plentiful. Production around
4% less than the record 19,75
crop Pecans . . . light. Pro-
duction less than half the
1975 crop.
GRAINS & LEGUMES
Rice . . plentiful, with a
record supply in prospect.
1976 production of 112 mil-
lion cwt., is second highest
of record, but 12% ,below last
year.
Wheat . . . plentiful with a
large carryin and production
at 2,127 million bu., slightly
elersast.han last year's record
%but 13 above 1973-75 av-
erage.
Corn plentiful. Pro-
duction at a record 6,036
million bushels., 5% above
4ast yea r' and 13% above
1973-75 average.
Dry beans . . . plentiful.
Production at 17.2 million
Cwt. is the same as in 1975'
but 4% below the latest 3-
year average. Dry peas . .
adequate. Production at 2.0
million cwt. is 25% under last
year and 20% below av-
erage,.
The first rattlesnake meat
was canned by George End of
Arcadia, Fla., in 1931.
The queen bee, the supreme
matriarch of bee society, has
an egg-laying life of several
years, during which she is ferti-
lized only once.
Book farm money
the way you do feed, seed
and fertilizer.
Early ordering assures sufficient quantities of
materials when you need tAn. And you don't
usually pay until delivery. Your Production
Credit man has a finance program that offers
similar benefits. He ma' be able to establish a
line of credit to fit Lir future needs. This
money is at your disposal on a get-it-as-you-need-
it basis. But you. start paying only when you
begin using the mane. Don't you owe it to your-





FPCA /the go ahead people
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 No. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
LERT Farmers Losing Regulatory
Farm Bureau President Says
LOUISVILLE — While
farmers this year have won a
few small battles with their
nemesis big government, they
are "losing the regulatory
war."
So says Allan Grant, a
California farmer and
president of the 2.6-million
member American Farm
Bureau Federation. Grant
addressed the 57th -Kentucky
Farm Bureau convention in
Louisville.
Grant told his Kentucky
audience that federal agencies
like the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration
(OSHA) and the F.41-,
vironmental Protection
Agency (EPA) had become so
powerful and so demanding
they are actually a threat to
this country's food supply.
And while farmers have won
a few concessions, such as a
temporary OSHA exemption
for small farm employers, the
continuing flood of federal
directives make it hard, *"if
you farm at, all, not to be in
constant violation of some
federal rule or regulation."
Grant pointed to a federal
pesticide registration
program by EPA as an
example of federal in-
terference with farmers' basic
freedom to operate their
business. Important
chemicals are higher priced,
or in some instances
unavailable, and research into
new products is at a virtual
standstill.
It is not accidental, Grant
noted, that an almost total
wipe-out of research advances
in certain segments of the
chemical industry coincides
with the birth and growth of
EPA and other governmental
bureaucracy.
Much of Grant's address,
while tailored for Kentucky
farmers, seemed aimed in-
directly at officials of the
incoming administration of
Preside-tit-elect Jimmy Carter
and leaders in Congress.
Farmers need government
farm programs, Grant said, to
limit down-swings in farm
prices and provide protection
against severe price cycles
that can bankrupt them.
But the American farmer's
"To those who ai+ moving in
with the new administration, I
would say, Remember there
was no mandate. The election
was closer than many thought
possible. That means on many
issues, there are about 113
many people on one side as on
the other. Please, for the good
of the country, keep this in
mind."
competitive edge in world-- FOP those who served but
markets can be destroyed if were defeated, Grant said,
ref mheeld  
tiyfarm legislation includes such sotheiaycn th 
the beli
con-
.features as government, 
tio 
controlled food stockpiles, or many that after a represen-
if farm price supports are set 
term 
ior seatorhtad urnhas 
putreturn
Grant 
at excessively high levels, 
 or so, i he s











Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of .
CORN • SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404







Ihristma.s is the perfect
time for remembering the
.friendships we cherish.
We count you among
our dear friends and
_wish you e‘ery happiness
now and always.
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 & SEDALIA ROAD - HAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5:00 P.M. PHONE 753-7452
OPEN FROM 7:30 A.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
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Mrs. Evie Colson of Murray
Route Three died Sunday at
10:10 a. in. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 90 years of age and
the wife of Joe Colson who
died in September 1973.
The deceased was a
member of the Ledbetter
Baptist Church. Born July 29,
1886, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Daniel Ellis and Martha Duke
Ellis. Two grandsons, Ronnie
Colson and Junior Boyd, also
preceded her in death.
Mrs. Colson is survived by
five daughters, Mrs. Harold
( Lovella ) Boyd, Murray
Route Two, Mrs. Joe ( Lorene)
Jackson, Murray Route Four,
Mrs. Holman Treva Jones,
South Thirteenth Street,
Murray, Mrs. Clinton (Hilda )
Pennington, Murray Route
Three, and Mrs. Nell Outland,
Clearwater, Fla.; one son,
Cletus Colson, Oxford Drive,
Murray; one half brother,
Hardy Ellis, Paducah; eleven
grandchildren; ten great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p. m. at the
Ledbetter Baptist Church with
the Rev. Glen Cope and the
Rev. Paul Bogard officiating.
Burial will be in the Led-
better Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
• Churchill Funeral Home




Funeral services for Mrs.
Flora Mae Higgins of Hardin
Route One were held Sunday
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Randolph
Allen officiating and the




Wayne Jones, Homer McCoy,
Doyle Baker, and Earl
Crump. Burial was in the New
Jenny Ridge Cemetery.
Mrs. Higgins, age 51, died
Saturday at 2:35 a. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. Her
death followed an illness of
three years. She was a
member of the New Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal Church.
Born April 23, 1925, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter
of the late Audie Balentine and
Florence Askew Balentine.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Jimmy (Mildred) Allen,
and one son, James Edward
Higgins, both of Hardin Route
One; four sisters, Mrs.
Wallace (Helen) Litchfield,
Dexter Route One, Mrs. Doyle
sDorothy ) Baker, Mrs. Wayne
f Velie) Jones, and Mrs.
Homer ( Alicel McCoy, all of
Murray Route Three; six
brothers. Ralph, David, and
William Balentine, all of
Murray Route Three, Thomas
Balentine, Hardin Route One,
Elijah Balentine, Almo Route











118 St. 12th. 753-0035




Mrs. Dunia Martin of 411
North Second Street, Murray,
died Saturday morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was the widow of
Chester Martin.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p.m. at
St. John's Baptist Church with
the Rev. Dennis Joe Ward
officiating. Burial will be in
the Murray City Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Rutledge Funeral Home.
Visitation will be held
tonight (Monday) from seven
to nine p.m. at St. John's
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Martin is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Sylvia
Wooldridge, and one brother,
Alvis McCuiston, both of





Word has been received of
the death of Corporal Paul
Mullins, 18 year old step
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Euel
Lockhart of Murray, who was
killed in a motorcycle-car
accident at Beaufort, S. C.,
Saturday morning.
The young man had been
serving in the U. S. Marines
for about 11/2 years and had
attended Murray High School
here for one semester.
Reports are that he and
another young man riding
with him on the motorcycle
were killed instantly in the
accident. 18
Cpl. Mullins is survived by
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Lockhart, three sisters,
Miss Patricia Mullins, Mrs.
Pam Williams, and Mrs.
Vicky Boor, and three
brothers, Mike, David, and
Artie Muffins, all of Chicago,
Ill., and his step grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Euel
Lockhart of Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at the
McInerney Funeral Home,
Chicago, Ill., with burial to
follow in a cemetery there.
ilfaket
anu
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I M Simon Co are as follows
Indus Av -3.11
Airco 304 +4
Am. Motors  . 4 -4
Ashland Oil 33% unc
A. T. & T. 634 -4
Ford Motor 594 +4
Gen. Dynaniics 52% talc
Gen. Motors 75 -4
Gen. Tire 26'4 •A4
Goodrich 263.4 WIC
Gulf Oil We +44
Pennwalt 31% -4
Quaker Oats 73914 +4
Republic Steel 31% -4
Singer Mfg. 17% -4
Tappan . Wq .141
Western Union 18% unc
Zenith Radio 774 -4
Prices of dock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heubletn Inc  39% -4
McDonalds Corp 50 unc
Ponderosa Systems 64 -4
Kimberly Clark 13 unc
Union Carbide 614 +4
W. R. Grace 77% -1,11
Texaco 27% unc




Jim Walters 38% -II
Kirsch 18%
Disney 17
Franklin Mint 27% -01
Federal State Market News Service
Decernber 29.1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 1714 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts fully steady Sows 50e to $I higher
US 1-2 NO-230 lbs.  840.25-40.50
few 40.75
US 1-3 200-240 Irks
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
US 3-4 260-280 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
few 29.00
US 1-3 300-4501bs
US 1-3 450-650 lbs











When can I start withdrawing funds from my
IRA?
You can start at age 591/2. However, you must
withdraw or start withdrawing at age 701/2. As
mentioned previously, funds can also be with-






Mrs. Doris Bieber (far left) is acquainting members of the 
tour with federal source
materials for conducting legal research. Others pictured 
(Own left to right) are Dr.
Paul Taparauskas, director of paralegal studies, David 
Bkin a sophomore from
Murray, Lee Holemon, a junior from Louisville, and Ted 
Bru(e, a junior from Erin,
Tenn.
Photo by Michelle Thornton
Students Visit Vanderbilt
Students in the Paralegal Studies
Program at Murray State University
made an outing to the Vanderbilt Law
Library recently, under the supervision of
Dr. Paul Taparauskas, Murray State's
Director of Paralegal Studies.
Mrs. Doris Bieber, a reference librarian
at the law library, conducted an
exhaustive tour of the library's facilities.
Mrs. Bieber acquainted the students with
the various source materials available in a
university law library, from court reports,
to state and federal statute books, to legal
treatises and journals. She also discussed
the function of each set of materials in
undertaking legal research.
Professor Igor Kavass, the Director of
the Vanderbilt Law Library and a noted
expert in the field of international law,
introduced the students to the library's
collection of international legal materials,
stressing the growing importance of in-
ternational law in business and in-
ternational relations.
While at the law library, the group also
met Robert L. Knauss, Dean of the Van-
derbilt School of Law, and the students
were shown the classroom facilities at the
law school. The visit concluded with a tour




FRANKFORT, Ky., ( AP I—
The special session of the
general assembly came
galloping to an end Saturday,
with lawmakers deciding
major questions up to the
wire.
What next?
After the Christmas and
New Year's Holiday, the in-
terim legislative committees
will begin their work, looking
ahead to the regular session in
1978.
House Speaker William
Kenton, D-Lexington, said in
an interview he looks forward
to an "energetic interim."
"Now that we have these
heavy matters behind us," he
said, -we ought to address the
issues before us as
aggressively as possible."
Kenton left open the
'possibility that another
special session could be called
sometime next year, if it
appears that legislation
(enacted by) the special
session demanded more at-
tention.
4 "I'm sure we should quit
considering those questions,"
he said.
"We should keep in mind
that just because we did it
now, continuing study may
raise issues that might be
addressed in a special
session," he said.
Kenton said he didn't mean
to imply that any future
special session of the general
assembly would only consider
those subjects in the session
just ended.
"The times are such that we
don't know what the next
crisis will be," he said.
The Lexington Democrat,
an advocate of annual
legislative sessions, added
that Kentucky can't expect to
run a $6 billion government
when the policymaking° body
convenes only once every two
years.
He said the worst thing
about having the general
assembly convene for just 60
days every two years is that
people's lives are "affected
Session
primarily by regulation."
He said a special legislative
subcommittee created to
review administrative
regulations is "working to a
great extent, but it's not the
same thing as having the
people's board of directors
meet."
Kenton said he felt some of
the subjects considered during
the special session would need
"exhaustive study" during the
1978 session. He cited
workmen's compensation
insurance as an example.
Gov. Julian Carroll has also
indicated he felt some sub-
jects, notably workmen's
compensation isurance, would
have to be taken up by the
regular session of the
legislature meeting a year
from now.
Carroll has not indicated he
would like to callanother
special session. When
referring to the need for
further study on a subject, he
has consistently mentioned
the 1978 regular session.
Eight Persons Die In Weekend
Traffic Accidents In State
By The Associated Press
At least eight persons died
in traffic accidents yn Ken-
tucky highways orier the
weekend, state police said,
increasing the state's annual
highway death toll to 839 — the
same number who died
through this date last year.
State police said two per-
sons were killed and four
others were injured Sunday
when a car was struck by a
pickup truck on Kentucky 31-
East, about three miles south
of Stasgow.
Seven persons — all from
Glasgow, were in the
automobile.
The victims were identified
as Ernest Richey, 6, and
Lynika Osborne, 17.
Young Richey's sister, 8-
year-old Dorothy Richey, was
reported in critical condition
at a Glasgow hospital.
Another passenger, 30-year-
old Jimmy Shaw, also was, in
critical condition.
The driver of the car, Gary
Crews, 26, was in fair con-
dition.
The driver of the pickup
truck, Earl Scudamore, 57, of
Glasgow, was listed in fair
condition.
Police said 2-year-old
Kenneth Ray Shaw was
uninjured. Judy Shaw, 25, the
mother of both Richey
children and Kenneth Shaw,
was not injured seriously.
, Police said Richard Hines,
72, of Bowling Green, was
killed in a Warren County
accident Sunday about eight
miles south of Bowling Green
on the Mattock Pike.
Hines was a passenger in a
vehicle driven by his son,
Leman Hines, 39, who was not
injured. Police said the Hines
vehicle struck another
vehicle. No other injuries
were reported.
Two 16-year-old teenagers
were killed Saturday . in a
collision between a car and a
Louisville and Nashville
Carter. . .
freight train in Cynthiana,
police said. They identified the
victims as Mark Reeves and
Doug Gullett, both of Cyn-
thiana.
Police said Larry B.
Kirksinger, 17, of Mackville
was killed Saturday when his
car left Kentucky 157 in
Washington County just east
of Springfield.
(Continued from Page 1)
He said that in the future it
will be much easier to find
women and blackslor Cabinet
duty because of the ex-
perience they will be gaining
in the Carter administratroll.
Carter said there surely are
thousands of qualified women
and minority-group members
who could serve adequately in
the Cabinet. But he said, "I
have tried in every instance to
get the best qualified person to
serve in a Cabinet post, not
just someone who would serve
adequately."
He said he had applied that
same rigid standard to all
prospects.
Mrs. Kreps said: -I think
we simply have to do a better
job of looking in the case of
both women and minorities."
She said it is hard to support
the proposition that there are
not many qualified potential
appointees from those groups.
think she said she
disagrees with me," Carter
said.
klefore naming his selec-
1,,ions publicly, Carter'
disclosed them by telephone to
Sen. Strom Thurmond,
ranking Republican on the
Judiciary Committee in the
next Congress.
Thurmond said he will
support Bell for attorney
general. "He has a fine
reputation as a lawyer and has
made an excellent judge,"
Thurmond said.
Thurmond, R-S.C., said in
Washington that Carter called
him last night to personally
advise him of the cabinet
choices.
It also was learned that
Carter would select Newark.
N.J., mayor Kenneth Gibson
to be secretary of Housing and
Urban Development. Gibson's
appointment, however, was
expected to be the last cabinet
appointment announced by
Carter.
Gibson would be the first
black mayor named by Carter
to head a federal department.
He was elected mayor of
Newark, one of ,the nation's
most blighted cities, in 1920.
Consumer Advocate 'Exuberant'
Over New Small Claims Court




legislature's passage of a
measure to establish small
claims divisions in Kentucky's
new district court system.
"One of our greatest
concerns has been to have to
tell people that nothing can be
done," said Bob Bullock, head
of the attorney general's
consumer protection division.
The division's files are filed
with complaints that the
agency can't resolve because
the cases don't justify action
in formal courts.
"We get about 125 com-
plaints a week, of which about
20 per cent involve a private
controversy," Bullock said.
The consumer protection
agency sends someone in to
try to mediate the differences,
but often neither side will
budge and the problem
remains unsolved, he said.
Some critics have said the
law could result in unequal
justice because one party
would have a lawyer




ATLANTA ( AP )
Researchers in 11 states are
conducting tests to learn
whether the recently
suspended swine flu 'im-
munization program is linked
to paralysis in some persons
who were vaccinated.
The nationwide program
was temporarily halted last
week after some persons who
received shots came down
with a disorder of the nervous
system known as Guillain-
Barre syndrome. Most people
eventually recover from the
condition, which begins with
paralysis in the legs and may
gradually spread to the rest of
the body. Little else is known
about the condition, named for
the French doctors who
described it in 1916.
Researchers are in-
terviewing patients and
conducting lab tests as part of
the investigation, Dr. William
FOege of the national Center
for Disease Control said after
top health officials met here
over the weekend to coor-
dinate research efforts.
other did not. Bullock
discounted that theory, saying
it is "unrealistic" to think that
many parties would hire a
Lawyer in cases involving less
than $500.
Although small claims
courts are touted as a boon to
the individual consumer, they
may be used by businessmen
or anyone with a legitimate
complaint.
"It will benefit everyone,"
Bullock said.
The measure allows a
maximum of 25 complaints to
be filed by any party during a
12-month period. Bullock said
that limit was imposed
because Kentucky has learned
from the experience of 39
other states that have some
form of small claims court
that businesses or govern-
mental entities tend to
dominate, clogging the court
calender and thereby ex-
cluding individual consumers.
Even with the maximum of
25 complaints in small claims
courts, anyone can still file
complaints above that limit in
district court. However, there
complaint would be handled
through formal legal
procedure.
Under the measure, which
easily passed both chambers,
a person with a complaint
involving $500 or less will be
able to go to his district court
after Jan. 1, 1978, pay $10, fill
out a form, and get his day in
court.
The clerk will send a copy of
the complaint — which can be
stated in simple English —
and a summons to the person
named in the complaint, or-
dering him to appear in court
for a hearing and decision in
Session. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
via off-track messenger
services. Carroll asked for
consideration of the matter
after such a firm began
operating in Louisville.
—A bill to require ap-
pointment every four years of
the director of the
Administrative Office of the
Courts and to require Senate
confirmation of the ap-
pointment.
—A budget bill that takes
advantage of a $20 million
road fund surplus and other
expected revenue to provide
$36.5 million for new









We will close Friday, Dec. 24 at 3 p.m.
the case.
Neither side would need a
lawyer, to fill out the com-
plaint or when he appears
before the judge, since the
proceedings will be informal.
However, the measure does
permit lawyers to represent
clients in the small claims
division.
A similar measure passed
both chambers during the 1974
General Assembly, but was
vetoed by then-Gov. Wendell
Ford.
Gov. Julian Carroll has
supported the legislation and
is expected to sign it.
The small claims division
will begin functioning the first
Monday in January.
The 44bonstuner protection
division plans to send pam-
phlets to consumers and
businessmen explaining the
new procedure and the forms






















Good friends and good cheer make the holiday season extra tecial, and as always,
the Bank of Murray wants your holidays to be special
Please join your friends and neighbors for punch and cookies, good conversation
and good fellowship at the Holiday Table,
Evelyn Wilson is shown preparing the Holiday Table, which will be located in the




BUNDLES OF TOBACCO — After the tobacco has been
classed. stripped and bundled into -hands," the hand, are
placed in a box called a press. The press in the foreground
has been packed with tobacco and weights have been
placed on it to pack it tightly. In the background. Edward
Hale pacid another press with tobacco. '
PACKING THE TOBACCO IN THE PRESS — Edward Hale
carefully packs the "hands" of tobacco in the press. Weights
will be placed on the tobacco after the press is full and tbe
bale will then be ready for marketing.
READ1 FOR MARKET — Edward and Eddie Hale (right)
remove a bale of tobacco from the press. The tobacco is
now ready to be taken to the market floor for the sales. It
has taken these farmers almost twelve months to bring their
product to this point. Soon it will be time to think about
preparations for the 1977 crop.
A LITTLE STEAM PUTS THINGS IN -ORDER" — Owen Hale
brings his tobacco in "order" by steaming it. Some growers
put water on the leaf before it is stripped to keep the leaf
from breaking-up when it is handled. The steam, or water,
does the same thing that high natural humidity does, it sof-
tens the leaf just enough to be handled and makes the far-
mer less dependent on the weather.
CLASSING TOBACCO — The first operation after the
tobacco has been "ordered" is called classing. In this
operation the first leaves or "lugs" are removed and tied into
bundles. It is no surprise that the most experienced hands
do the classing.
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A Tobacco Barn In Winter:
More Than Meets The Eye
The last time we visited
Owen Hale's tobacco barn it
was late August and the barn
was filled to the rafters with
dark-fired tobacco. Piles of
sawdust and cobs dotted the
floor and the tobacco was
hanging to wilt until it was
time to dart the fires under it.
We had talked to Edward
Hale about following, Wand
have followed, the 1976
tobacco crop through all the
operations that would take it
from plant bed to selling floor
and the stripping is the last
operation before the sale.
The operation to be done at
this time of year involves the
stripping of the leaves from
the cured tobacco plants,
grading, packing' and moving
the leaf to the selling floor.
Last Tuesday was different
from the hot day when the
barn was filled with green
tobacco. • .
All the dark fired tobacco
had been dripped, but we
found ten people inside that
tanall barn stripping some air-
cured dark tobacco.
The processes involved in
handling the different types of
leaf are quite similar, only the
dark-fired leaf is stripped in
three grades (this year only,
usually just two) while the air-
cured dark is graded in two
grades (leaves are removed
from the stalk of the tobacco
pIant and hand graded, the
Lower leaves in one grade and
the upper leaves in another).
As the leaves are stripped,
they are gathered in bundles
of about twelve and one leaf is
selected from the "hand" and
this leaf is wrapped around
the tops of the other leaves
forming a bundle of %tobacco
that resembles-a smalTbrown
broom.
Once the leaf has been
graded and bundled it is ready
to be packed for the trip to the
selling floor.
Most farmers have their
own methods for packing the
tobacco in bundles, but most
use some kind of home-made
press to press the small
bundles of leaf into a single
bale that is easy to handle.
The press that we saw in use
was a plywood box about four
and one-half feet long and
about 18 inches high with
removable sides. Heavy
wrapping paper is placed in
the press as a liner that will
become the wrapping of the
bale when the press is full and
the bale has been tied and is
ready to be removed.
When the press is full, a
board is placed over the top of
the tobacco and weights are
placed on the board to press
the tobacco into a tight bale.
The weights put just enough
pressure on the damp leaf to
insure that the bale will be
tight and the leaf will not be
damaged.
Anyone who has ever raked
• or handled, fallen leaves in the
fall knows that they are quite
brittle. The same thing is true
of the cured tobacco after it
has hung in the barns during
the curing period. Tobacco
stripping depends on the
JUST UKE A SMALL BROWN BROOM — Anna Mary
Ragsdale ties off the bundle of ten to twelve leaves of
tobacco with another leaf. The hands of leaf will be packed
into bundles for the trip to the selling floor.
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
Murcay Ledger & Times Staff Writer
humidity. If there isn't enough
the tobacco will be brittle and
cannot be dripped.
In order to insure that the
tobacco will be in "order" for
stripping the farmer adds
some humidity of his own.
There is a coal-fired boiler
in the corner of Owen Hale's
tobacco barn and although the
temperature was only 28
degrees outside and the air
was dry the humidity inside
the barn was high and the
temperature a good deal
above the temperature outside
the barn.
More each new bunch of
tobacco was taken to the
strippers it was givens steam
bath which added just enough
moisture to the leaf so that it
could be handled by the
strippers without breaking up.
The great clouds of steam
boiled up as the tobacco MIS
brought "to order" giving the
dimly llt barn an unworldly
atmosphere. We were told that
this is a rather unique
technique, which didn't
surprise us in the least, but we
were not really surprised
because we have come to
expect the unexpected from
this particular group of far-
mers.
What we have come to
expect is that no matter what
time of year it is the tobacco
farmer will be involved in one
phase, or another, of getting
the tobacco crop to the market
place. Further, we have found
out that there isn't an easy
operation involving this crop
during the entire year.
Tobacco means 12 months of
hard work because it requires
c. constant attention.
*k.
By the time' that this year's
crop has been sold area far-
mers will be making plans for
next year's crop.
Very soon it will be time to
prepare plant beds and the
whole process will begin again
as it has in years past and as it
will be in years to come as
long as tobacco is grown in
western Kentucky.
STRIPPING THE LEAF — Joe Rob and Barbara Haley strip
_the "leaf" or the second class of tobacco. There were ten








Bringing 411d fashioned joys to warm
your heart at Christmastide.
Our gratitude for your support.
iks
Kelley Pest Control
100 S 131h 753-3914
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 117e
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21' to Apr. 20)
Some Jolts possible. Let your
The sky's the limit for
Santa and our glowing
holiday wishes for you.






sense of proportion and
filiscerning judgment guide you.
And don't try to do things alone.
If you need help, ask for it.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A family problem? Don't
close your eyes to it Open and




May 22 to June 21) Lifr.
Even though certain outside
interests may seem more
stimulating, concentrate on
obligations, the fundamentals
on which to build a better
future. Be realistic.
CANCER 
e(June 22 to July 73)
Make a dry run for future
reference in vital areas, but
with system and consistency,
not sporadically or in haste.
Shun needless argument.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124igt
Synchronize activities to
coincide with needs of the day.
More than the usual reward is
indicated for constructive
endeavors. You'll have all the
help you need.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Careful exploration of of-
ferings and soundly directed
imagination needed now. Don't
mix business and personal
affairs.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41-nti
Stay on the beam now. Cer-
tain issues demand attentiotr —
and full attention! Skipping
details or taking short cuts
could prove costly.;
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Excellent Mars influences. A
good day for capitalizing on




(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Certain persons may make
irresponsible statements: Do




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
It may be advisable for you to
slacken your gait now — in
order to detect error of method
or details overlooked. Make






(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
Intuition, reflexes, the ger-
mination of good ideas
stimulated now. Do not take on
too much, however, or you could
make errors through haste.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Generous stellar influences
suggest continued interest in
projects already started. Solid
ventures can be advanced
considerably. Sidestep
distracting time-wasters.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Sagittarian cuspal (born at the
change of Signs) and, as such,
are a highly competent in-
dividual. There is a certain
dualism in your nature. On the
one hand, you are sensitive,
visionary and highly
imaginative; may have to
discipline yourself severely to
keep your feet on the ground; on
the other, you are enterprising,
ambitious and marked with a
relentless drive which helps ygu
to overcome all obstacles in
your climb to success. YOu have
a "head" for finances and are a
natural money-maker; may
also have a gift for words, which
could bring you fame in the
worlds of literature and jour-
nalism. Other fields in which
you could excel: statesmanship,
the law, sctrice, music. Birth-
date of Benjamin Disraeli,
Brit. statesman; Albert Payson
Terhune, Amer. author ( noted













May the gift of love light your Christmastide.










December 20 for the
Holidays.
We will reopen January 4 at 8 a.m.
We would like to wish you
and yours a very
Merry Christmas.





... and our deep
appreciation to all
our kind patrons.






Suicide among young knell-
cans has she increased dir-
ing the last decade. While pre-
vention is not mask in all such
cases, many can be kept from
occurring. More preventive
efforts are needed, and many of
them can be instituted by the
parents and family of the poten-
tial victim of quiritiP.
Approximately 4,000
youngsters took their own lives
in 1975 in our nation. Many more
attempted to do so one or more
times and failed.
Suicide is a potential danger‘
enever a person, young or old.
fee that living is more un-
bearable than death.
Methods used by the young to
take their lives are similar to
those employed by adults and in-
clude an overdose of a toxic
substance, gunshot, hanging and
jumping from a high place.
Death by an accident, such as an
automobile wreck, may be a
concealed suicide.
While authorities differ in
their explanation of the causes
for the decided increase, the
following are generally
regarded as relevant
— Depression, a common form
ot emotional illness usually is
present It is not generally recog-
nized that children, even infants,
may experience depressions as
well as adults. The young person
may not be able to describe his
feelings clearly, and they often
go unnoticed, such as tees of in-
terest in school and friends, ir-
ritability and stubbornness,
— More homes are disrupted
now than in former years One-
third of all marriages end in
divorce, and the separation cre-
ates insecurity, anxiety and
chronic tensions for children.
— When both mother and
father work, home affairs, in-
cluding child care, get leis atten-
tion. More kids just "grow up.-
- More and more children
are born out of wedlock. Recent
reports show that over half of the
children born last year in Wash-
:ington. D.C. were illegitimate.
Such home life is unstable.
— The "drug culture" traps
many young persons They ex-
periment with drugs, follow their
peers and get hooked. Some
deteriorate, become addicts and
end up desperate and suicidal.
' The 'life of the youngster a
often at, loose ends He is ml
allowed by our laws to be gain-
fully employed, and many can-
not find coretructive use of their
time. They become frustraitx1
and unwanted. Some get caught
up in crime.
Of course, schizophrenia in
childhood is a most serious di-
nes and needs early recognition
and treatment Hopefully, more
can be done for these unfortu-
nate few in the future. Some of
them currently take their lives.
The vast majority of
youngsters, normal in other
respects, get depressed or
caught up in a tempest Cl cir-
cumstances. These need to be
recognized by parents friends,
teachers and social workers.
More education about the
dangers of depression and
suicide is essential so that cases
of potential suicide may be
recognized. They are often des-
perate and require help to save
their lives for many fruitful
years of living.
Q Mrs. J.M. wants to lunow
why is it that cancer centers stop
testing women at 75 years of age
for breast cancer when it in-
creases with age.
k Breast cancer does eta-ease
with age into the eighth decade.
Breast malignancies in this age
group and older is a relatively
benign disease compared to
similar tumors in younger
women. Also, such aged persons
naturally have a high death rate
14155 YOUR PAPER?
Selscribers who here eot
received their baiiii-delivered
copy of The Murray ladser
Times by 5:30 p. s. Iseridey-
Miley or by 3:31p. m. is Seer-
days ere wiped to cell 7534916
between 5:30 p. sod p.
kisidey-fridey, Sr 3:30 p.
end 4p. wt. Seterdeys, to leery
delivery of floe riessireper. Cali
sect be pieced by 6 p. m.wish-
days or 4 p as. Sotorarys to
moreme• delivery
from other causes In other
‘.iords the benefits of testing
such aged women diminish so
that it is not justified
Q- Ms, V It asks if it IS normal
tor some women never to have
an orgasm during sexual inter-
course.
A Studies of married women
at a major medical school
revealed that about two-thirds
165 per cent) usually had an
orgasm during intercourse. and
about 25 per cent experienced an
orgasm part of the time. The re-
mainder seldom or never had a
climax. While it cannot be said
that it is normal not to have an
orgasm dunng sexual inter-
course, such a result is not essen-





has set up a program for
helping landowners pay for
tree planting or timber stand
improvement on their land.
Richard Hane, Service
Forester with the Kentucky
Division of Forestry, ex-
plained that this program can
be used by anyone who has a
desire to establish a woodland
or to improve the quality of his
present woodland. This
program will pay 75 per cent
of the cost for tree planting
and timber stand im-
provement.
The tree planting portion of
this program can be on eroded
ground to help hold the
remaining soil in place, on
abandoned cropland or
pasture, on severely cut over
woodland which has grown up
in undesirable trees and
vegetation, or on other land
which is presently idle but
would be capable of sup-
porting a valuable stand of
timber. The Division of
Forestry has a full staff of
foresters who can determine
which species of trees is best
suited to your particular soil
and terrain and your needs.
Timber growing can bring you
a valuable income, increase
wildlife and recreational
benefits, improve the
watershed capacity of the land
and protect our soil from
erosion.
In the timber stand im-
provement portion of the
program, the forester will
determine what a particular
stand of trees needs to im-
prove its growth rate, quality,
or species composition. This
could entail cutting vines,
killing cull or defective trees,
or thinning the main stand.
Cost sharing on ferkving of the
woods to protect them from
grazing is available for both of
these programs at the same 75
per cent of actual cost.
The Forestry Incentives
Program can go a long way to
encourage the private lan-
downer to grow more and
better timber and help our
national economy at the same
time, by increasing our only
renewable natural resource -
wood.
For further information
concerning the Forestry In-
centives Program, contact
your county ranger, Albert
"Took" Wilson at 436-2152 or
stop in at the local ASCS Of-
fice. You can also write to the
Kentucky Division of
Forestry, 304 West Walnut,
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066, or
call 247-3913.
When a car's tires are worn
to one-sixteenth of an inch or
less of tread, they are about 40
times more likely to be sudden-
ly disabled than new tires.
A bee has to visit 2,000 flow-




The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for
sale an estimated 249,720 board feet of standing,
marked hardwood timber. This timber is on a
tract which Iles between Shannon Creek and
Yellow Spring Branch ernbayments of Kentucky
Reservoir in Calloway County, Kentucky.
In marking this tract, consideration was given
to wildlife, watershed protection, aesthetics, and
future timber production. The successful bidder
will be required to cooperate in achieving these
objectives.
Sealed bids for the purchase of this timber will
be received by the Tennessee Valley Authority,
202 West Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee, until 10
a.m., CST, January 6, 1977.
Parties interested in inspecting the timber or
in obtaining bid forms and detailed information
should contact the Manager, Western District,
Division of Property and Services, 202 West
Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee 38242, telephone
901-642-2041.
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Metric Is Not New
By Cecil Peaden
With ever-increasing
frequency, Americans in the
next few years will find
themselves being bombarded
with a "new" system of
measurements — the metric
system.
That's because Congress
last year decreed that the
metric system was to become
the official system of weights
and measures in this country
— with a 10-year time period
to allow for full conversion.






























all. In fact, it has been around
for more than 180 years, and
the United States is the last
large, industrialized nation in
the world to make the con-
version.
Just where did the metric
system come from, and why
did it take the United States so
long to jump on the metric
bandwagon? The first
question is probably easier to
answer than the second.
The metric system had its
birth in 1790, when the
Academy of Science of Paris
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It's Been Around Over 180 Years
began work to devise a
unified, decimal-based
measuring system. The need
for such a system had become
Increasingly apparent in the
17th and 18th centuries when
scientific advances made a
more accurate system of
measurements necessary.
Prior to this time,
measurements had been
based upon such loose criteria
as the length of three
barleycorns (an inch), the
weight of 32 wheatcorns from
"the midst of the ear" (a
pennyweight), and the length
of a person's foot (a foot,
naturally) or the distance
from a person's nose to the tip
of his fingers (a yard).
Not only were such
measurements highly inac-
curate, but the units of
measure varied from country
to country and even from
region to region.
With the metric system,
French scientists hoped to
create a universal, stan-
dardized system as well as one
based on a fixed, scientific
principal. Thus the basic unit
of distance, the meter, was
defined as one ten-millionth of
the distance between the
North Pole and the equator.
And the meter, of course, was
divided into 10 equal parts
(decimeters), which were
further divided into 10 units
(centimeters), which were
divided into 10 millimeters.
A dekameter was defined as
10 meters, a hectometer was
defined as 10 dekameters, and
a kilometer was defined as 10
hectometers.
The advantages of such a
decibel-based system are
obvious„-- When- eonverting
from one measure to another,
it is not necessary to multiply
or divide, as it is in changing
yards -to inches, for instance.
All that is necessary is to
move a decimal point. Thus,
33 meters equals 330
decimeters, 3,300 centimeters,
3.3 dekameters or .033
kilometers.
The French scientists also
thought the various types of
measure should be related.
Therefore, a cubic decimeter
equals one liter, which is the
basic unit of volume. And, of
course, the liter can be divided
into deciliters, centiliters and
milliliters or multiplied into
dekaliters, hectoliters or
kiloliters.
Likewise, a cubic cen-
timeter of water was called a
gram, the basic unit of weight
— although a gram is so small
that for practical purposes,
the kilogram is thee, most
frequently used unit.
And a new, decimal-lased
scale was devised to measure
temperature. This was the
Celsius (not Centigrade)
scale, with the freezing point
of water being zero degrees
and the boiling point 100
degrees.
Even in its native France,
the metric system had rough
going at first, and it wasn't
until the middle of the 19th
century that the new system
began gaining any real
popularity. But by 1875
practically every European
country had adopted the
metric system, and today only
a handful of countries world-
wide have resisted the change
to the metric system.
Coincidentally, in the same
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NO WORD FRC113 THE \
KIDNAPPERS YET.., WE
DON'T KNOW WHY,„ OR








' 70 PRESIDENT GORANCA
ABNER
50 THASS THE New
CP1/4E-R6TONE 0' TH' AHm
-To DEDICATE TOMORROW —
I'VE 607 THE ANSWER
IN MY Pcrxer,., AS
SOON AS I CAN REACH
THE PRE5IDENT,
the metric system, Thomas
Jefferson was requested to
prepare a unified system of
weights and measures to be
used in our infant country. He
developed a system which was
quite similar to the metric
system but which used more
familiar names for itsmarious
units — such as inch, foot,
pound and gallon.
Jefferson's system, though,
was also a decibel system
(with 10 inches equaling a foot
and 10 ounces equaling a
pound), but Congress failed to
adopt it, despite the fact that
its adoption was debated for
more than six years.
There have been numerious
attempt in the 175 years since
then to adopt the metric
system in this country, but
until last year no action was
taken.
In spite of all the practical
advantages inherent in the
metric system, it was
economics which gave the
final push and forced the
United States to move into the
metric column.
In recent deeades U. S.
industry has found itself losing
a larger and larger share of
the world market, largely
because so many of our
products are not made with
metric specifications and
therefore are not adaptable in
countries which have con-
verted to metric.
It is an interesting sidelight
that, since 18118, all of our
measurements have been
defined in terms of metric
announcements. Thus, an inch
Is officially defined as 2.64
centimeters, a liquid gallon is
3.785 liters, etc.
With virtually the whole
world united behind a com-
mon system for the first time
in history, it now appears that
the metric system will be with
us for a long time.
NEXT: What is being done
to prepare the American
public for the change to the
metric system, and what can





— The opening of the new $1
million Hopkinsville-Hopkins
County Public Library has
been delayed for two weeks
until Jan. 3.
Dr. Walter Graham,
chairman of the library board,
said the delay will allow staff
members to complete an





A BIG GOAL — The Minnesota North Stars hockey team have a big goal in mind in this
billboard advertising their desires to win the Stanley Cup. The cartoon drawings are of
the comedy team of Laurel and Hardy on the billboard at St. Louis Park, Minn.
(AP Wirephoto)























Poises Control .  753-7588
Seiner Citizens . .  753-0929
'Needles  753-11fED






SERVICE invites you to
bring your Volkswagon,
Porsche, Audi, or other






bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. 'Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking













































December 1. Tel. 753-
334142.
THE McCLURES
GARAGE will be open
from 8 to 5. Will close
December 24 at 12 noon.
Bub Siles is new





















buy, sell or horsetrade,
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Advertisers or •
requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY. SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR.
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Orval
Humes wishes to ex-
press our heart felt
thanks for the food,
flowers and prayers
from each of you after
the passing of our loved -
one. We especially want
to thank the Max •
Churchill Funeral
Home, Gus Robertson,
Jr., the organist,- the
pallbearers„ Bro.
'Jonathan Kimbro, Bro.
Terry Wilson, Also Dr.
Clark and the nurses at
Murray Hospital for
their care and concern.
God Bless each one of
you is our prayer. The




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3 : 30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753.-
3685.
GERALD WALDROP
wishes his many friends
and customers a Merry
Christmas and a Happy
New Year. I still have a
few Christmas Cards
left. Phone 753-1712 or
753-4672. •
5. Lost And Found
$25.00 REWARD. Lost
black Husky, with white
paws, chest and tip of




for full time sales
personnel with shoes
and clothing experience.





of children and ages,
experience with 3
contactable references.
Apply in own hand-























female vocalist for local
rock group. For in-
formation call Don: 753-







man or woman. Write
giving personal resume














between 1 p. m. and 6 p.








ditions and pod firing*
benefit program in-
cluding retirement. Con-
tract Director of Nur-














forms, etc. Can read






Luxurious gifts and stocking stuffers too,
can be found at the Green Door. We gift
wrap free, have free parking and the frien-
dly service at the Green Door is also ab-
solutely free!
For your shopping convenience the
Green Door is open Monday through
Saturday til 800 p.m. and from 1-5 Sundays.
For gifts for all ages come see me!
Chestnut Street
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3 Win Power
We and de,*.
• detoesate Seneolt toles & recto et
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Uses km 0 Cell Wens
Gift Certificates Available
Sunset Boulevard Music
Ohnirinnd Gator SAW Troaboins Restaareu
Steve 4 Norms Bell 753-0113
•
•
14. Want To Bu,
WANT TO BUY one acre















foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
NEED BURLEY Tobacco
pounds for this year,
1976. Will give 20 cents.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
WANT TO BUY metal
bed frame with rollen
or casters. Phone 753-
6044.




globe, $300. 12 x 12 blue
and brown, high and low
shag carpet with pad.
White fiberglass camper
shell for long wheel base
pickup, 411-78-15 radial
tires. AM-FM 8 track
quadrophonic radio
Call 753-0359 or 753-8327.
AVAILABLE NOW
Urethane foam. Ali
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SALE -I- CHAINSAW
chains, 3/4" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,






and storm windows and
doors. M and G Corn-




dasher, jugs, rolling pin,






globe, small quilt •box,
Phone 753-4877.
LINEAR, BASE (TUBE),
desk mike, watts meter,
base antenna MS119
scanner, scanner four




$43.95 The original weed




Ifimber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also




CLEAN RUGS, like new.
So easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric








Mrs: 9 AM to 9 PM Mon-
day thru Saturday; 1






15 Articles For Sr,r
CROCHETED •
AFGHANS, large and




all oak. 18" to 18" two
rick, $30. 20" to 22", $36.




Refinished. Call after 5
p. m. 753-9573.













dining table and four
rose carved side chain.
$450. Call 753-7864.
WHITE 18 CU. IN.
Frigidaire refrigerator






Table and six chain,
and serving table. Never
been used. Plastic still








and Service, 500 Maple











A Wonderful Christmas Gift
Hurry Only a Few Left!













Salton Peanut Butter Machine $2995
Salton Yogurt Maker
Happy Baby Baby food Grinder
Jacks Food Dehydrater
Acme Juicerator Model 5000








You Pay by Cash







"IF YOU HAD MORE GINS LIKE ME
AROUND YOU WOULDN'T BE VIGHT-
ING INFLATION TODAY. 11





15 Articles For Sale
BABY MATTRESS,
swing and walker. Will
























Girls & Boys Western
Shirt & Jean Sets
Suits













Off With Coup ,'•
Any Item Not On Sale
Must Nava This Coupon
1 Coupon Per Purchase
Good titre Dec. 25, 1976
Vernon's
Western Store














Queen, Full and Twin
Towel Sets
Unfinished tables and chairs




1304 Coldwater Rood 753-8660
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Ih tie/wail Showing Center
-1 .strowt
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Tami Coordinate
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Raspberry
in the Dixieland Shopping Center
Now has floating candles just
in time for that last minute
decorating.
Also beautiful Swedish
chimes for a speoial touch on
Christmas Eve and New Years.
Many, many scented candles in
different sizes & scents to add a





Your No. 1 Croft
8 Jewelry Supply in Murray
•
PAGE 18 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, December 20, 1976
• -
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
18. Sewing Machines
SINGES SEWING.,
Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully






end savings. For sales,
parts and service see A




truck tool boxes, $89.95.
Standard boxes, $79.95.
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-
4892.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two







1100, 3 inch magnum, 30
inch full choke barrel ,
With ventilated rib,
automatic. $200. Call
753-2316 after 6 p. m.
22 Musical
STARR SPINET piano.
-- Good condition. $3O
Call 753-0542.
LOWERY ORGANS.
Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.
Reduction sale
Girls 8. Boys Western ',tan) Styles to
iShirt & Jean Sets A òtia7m
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Dunn Furniture
TV & Appliance
A Small Business That
Offers Big Savings
Dinette Set




Couch, Chair L Love Seat
Only $34995
Gun Cabinets
6, 8, 10 Gun
Prices Start at
$6995
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
sac ma matracKszcsas ma sea RN cat sumacitair sum;
Attention Farmers!!!
Balance your expenses and income. Be sure to
have what you want when you want it.
If You Pay Now
. Hutson Chemical-Company will guarantee NO
rice increase to date of delivery.
. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit
of the cheaper price.
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheaper
price Hutson will refund money or meet the
price.
Free Protection









7:00 a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Closed: Dec. 24 & Dec. 25 & New Year's Day
Phone 502-753-1933
Ky. Toll Free No. 1-800-592-3969
2/ M.1, 1 11
WURLITZER ORAGN
model 4059. About 4
years old. Can be seen
at James Moody, Route

















made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-442-7323.
FRUIT TREES, apple,
peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
has all your favorites,
500 N. 4th. Call 753-8944.
26 IV Radlo
CHRISTMAS SALE on all
1977 Zenith TV's and
stereos. One year free
service on all sets.
Sissions Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. Call 382-2426.
Open Sundays 1-5, Daily
7-6.
27 Mobi?e Hume S,11e
24 z 52 DOUBLE WIDE
1972 Hallmark, 3
bedroom, 2 full baths,




price $8,200. Call 753-
0519 or 240 Riviera Ct.




29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TWO BEDROOM 10 x 40,
$65 per month. Also
private shady lot to park
mobile home. Call 489-
2595.




Located 1/2 miles East
of Murray on Private
lot. Call 753-9829.
31 Want To Rent
UNFURNISHED 2 or 3








Silk Roses - so real you hove to
touch them ter believe they're not!
Delightfully gift-boked in green flor-








Jim Adams Food Liners
,
46 lonie or Sale
BY OWNER -2 bedroom
brick, fireplace, garage,
patio, large shaded lot.
$25,500. Call 753-5818.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 FORD GALAXIE
500, low mileage, new
tires. Cell 753-7438.





furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.





ment for 3 or 4 girls
near campus. Also
efficiency apartmen-
ts for girls. Phone
753-5865 days, 753-
5108 after 8:00 p.m.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT at New Concord.




month. Inquire at 1414
Vine. No phone calls.
EXTRA NICE FUR-
NISHED apartment for





ment for four girls, one

















December 21st. Call 435-












33. Rooms For RPnt
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT - storage or
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
Call 753-4857 days, 753-
7244 nights.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
r'OR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37. livestock Suopl!e,
HINDS HOG SALE -
Wednesday December




bred gilts, and open
gilts. 250 head sell. For
further information call




steers for sale. Also





rabbit dog. One Coon












$40 and up. Call 354-8776.
ARC REGISTERED
Boxer puppies. Male
and female. Call 7534412
or 753-0957.













A GOOD inexpensive one
bedroom borne located
on Ky 121 at Coldwater.
Community water
system. House is on nice
level lot that could be




Murray, 753-0101 or call
Brice Ratterree at 753-
5921.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
DON'T DRIVE to school,
let your children walk to
school if you purchase
this neat and attractive
3 bedroom home 1 block
from Murray High
School. Home has many
outstanding features
including economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, pegged oak
floor in entry hall, patio,
garage, nice land-
scaping and reasonable
price in mid 30's. Phone
Koppernd Realty, 753-




1203 OLIVE ST. - 4
bedroom, 21/2 bath
frame home with







Captain D's. Call 753-
8060 or come by 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors Real
Estate.
FOR ALL YOUR in-





JUST LISTED unique 4
bedroom showcase
offering Williamsburg
Decor of elegance and
warmth - enticing
features include 2





Dad, play room for
children, craft room for
Mom - privacy abounds
the two secluded walled
patios surrounded by
two acres of trees - floor
plan ideal for family
with teenagers or live in








26 Nov. - 24 Dec. '76
10% Off
SHOES BALLS











You um play by Christman
If you can ring a doorbell, dial a phone, push a
button, you have all the talent you need to play a
Lowrey Magic Genie Organ.
Magic Genie does all the work. .. and you'll have
all the fun! Let us show you how much music you
can make with just one finger.
An Orchestra of I
sound 1





















12" Personal Size Portable
DIAGONAL Solid-State Reliability
The DEBUTANTE • G1350-Dramatic swept back sty-
ling in choice of Ebony, Beige or Avocado. Solid-
state chassis and tuning with Perma-Set VHF fine
tuning, detent UHF tuning, Full Zenith solid-state
features and quality, exceptional low price.
tit Tucker TV $9995 4.4
Ettatut.ttatmaztataitztattzig
Planning a Christma.s Party? De
antis can help You. our dining room
can be made arailable to ,you .for your
own private party . . any time after
8:00 p. m. if e teill reserve our entire




















75 ACRE TRACT Near
Kentucky Lake. This
land is ideal for cattle or
horse farm - all ftnced
with good ponds,
tobacco base, modern
stable with water and
electricity, other out-
buildings on beautiful
rolling land. Brick 2
bedroom home with
fireplace, central
electric heat and air,









your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
home, den, large utility
room, 2 outbuildings,
apple trees, 2 miles
South of shopping center
on 641. Call 753-0154.




center or large home.




in Oaks Estates. Large
living room, and en-
































Free Gift Wrapping with such end *very pen:1mm
Shoo Soffiellorhawo for wily worchwodfse u roorosoblo prim
Ih opprodote wow booiross11
You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericard,





Estes Rockets & Accessories
*Balsa Wood Airplane Models
'11.0. Train Sets & Accessories











Ithe leader in microwave cooking. Litton was the lit to
introduce automatic defrost, vori cook and van -temp.
Model No. 418
vira Litton Tzzie
with features such as: AUTOMATIC DEFROST,
VAR! COOK-oven control lets you cook at the
speed you rant. VAR! TEMP-automatic food
temp. control, no tinier Involved. 60 MINUTE
DIGITAL CONTROL. All these and more from
Litton.
George Hodge
& Son Inc. 
411205 S. 5th.
ibActhig-Plca
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM








shady lot. 625,500. Call
753-5818.
47 Moori v cies
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
=26.
1973 HONDA CL70, low
mileage, good condition.
Call 753-1541.
30 IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 V.W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.
1173 BUIC1C CENTURY, 2
door, automatic, air,





1989 SKYLARK - door,





81075. 1974 GMC pickup,
automatic, V-8. $1750.
Call 489-2595.
1 9 7 3 CUTLASS
SUPREME 2 door
hardtop, power brakes
and steering, air, AM-
FM tape, road wheels.
40,000 miles. $2,950. Call
after 5, 753-5151.
1970 FORD LTD in good
condition. $595. Call 753-
7930 after 5:00 p. m.
1970 LTD 9 passenger
station wagon with
double power and air.
$925.00. Phone 354-6217.






1969 DODGE CORONET 4
door. Runs good. Good
second car. 6200 firm.
Ask for David at 753-
8918.
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL.
1968 Mertury Montego, 2
door hardtop, 302 V-8
engine, A-1 shape. Can
be seen McClures
Garage at 501 South 5th.
Call 753-0170.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8












sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, waters



















order. Also split rail





WILL-PO inside or out-








by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE




SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






















elderly people day or






FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.








stration Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.








WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and




for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass








Call 753-4124, South 4th



















Dozer, gravel and dirt.
Call 474-8854, 527-1969, or
527-1315.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling_..
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job




work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




clean rugs of all kinds.













bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
54 Free Column
FREE TWO mixed breed
puppies. Two month old
black and white female,
will be small. 10 week
old brown male will be
medium size. Friendly
and playful. Call 753-
3994 after 4:30.
10 WEEK OLD KITTEN,
female, smokey gray.
Loving and playful. Call








ty We will oil and adjust a4
any Sewing Machine 4
t FREE 1
4
: NewCmhrachisintesm. as. .. HSeapdeonclyi$431s59.0 I4
04 New lig-lag 4 Head Only $7950 titi
g New Zig lag with stretch stitch and
fill
built-in button hole?. #
Po 0




44 or come by '1 mile off 68 East at Jonathan Creek
4
13'1ITIVTIVTIT1711171TarliVIT7112
* il 411 4/14 lit 40 lii) V 9 40 4/1 4111 44 rewl***64"s41134"14"4"1/4*e.4".414"s4"4"4"4.
4 4 1
4 Special Purchase 4 1
4 WEST BEND. 4 1
4 4 1
4 4 Qt . 4 /1
4 4 1Slo-Cooker4 4 I
4 
- (4 1.4 )
4 #5304 4 1Ideal For 
Ck )% Christmas 
4 /4 1
4 $1295 i 4 14 10 t Have a Happy Prepaid
4
4 Murray Supply 

















( Thit alphabetized page will run weekl clip ii from
__--the paper and 14% fru' hand% reference,
Rothe, Television & CS radio Repair Service
474-8841
Anderson Electric, Inc.
Who Shock Arthorizod Soho Garter
Hwy. 94 East

























































































NOIlle, wage, sate, sewer ,
powor ewe concrete reek ecte
etc.
753-5703


















BOLOGNA  lb. 894
Fields Fast Cut Boneless
Whole or Half
HAMS Lb $189





4)), Ocean Spray Cranberry
SAUCE 16oz. 454
111# Bakers Chocolate
CHIPS  12oz. 594
4))))
7-Up
or Pepsia Bottle Ctn.
16 oz.
krisimas Fixin's for familii feasts












CAKE 1 1/2 1b.$159
48 oz. $1 
0
9
















  7 oz.
SARAN WRAP.
Teenee Weenee Whole Kernel Yellow
CORN 1704/$100
Diamond Heavy Duty Aluminum
FOIL 18-614
* FROZEN FOODS*
554 I Cool Whip
TOPPING 9o1. 594
Pet Ritz 2 Per Pack











Frosty Acres Foods Mix or Match 0,
$11 57 !BROCCOLI SPEARS
;BABY LIMAS.10 oz.
 14.z.894 !CAULIFLOWER - 8 oz.
07 CUT CORN 10 oz. 3/$1
29 oz. "r I
16oz.
1 
Paramount Sweet Midget Banquet Fruit
PICKLES 160454 ;PIES
* PRODUCE*
CELERY 36 Size Stalk 254 POTATOES Red
Yellow







COFFEE 1 lb. tin $235
limit 1 Per Customer Expires 1t.23-76
rdS.i. •
%moo
AL.
ci•-y!„)
•
C 4
20 oz. 49
Apple-Peach
Pumpkin-Mincemeat
Sweet
Lb.
43)
two
4)D
1.6
